Twelfth Session, Commencing at 11.30 am

STAMPS

3116
Australian States, an extensive accumulation of issues
in a thick small stockbook, issues from all States, with
duplication, noted Queensland Chalon heads (about 40)
with values to 10/- (6); also includes Post card and envelope
cut outs, postage dues, duty stamps, also decimal parcel
stamps, railway stamps etc, an extensive lot important for
inspection; also a small stock book of Australian issues from
KGV including 1/4 KGVI imprint block, some AAT and a
mint decimal navigator set. MUH, mint and mostly used.
(many 100s)
$200

part

3120*
Australian States, Postal Stationery, South Australia, Post
cards OHMS issues fixed with 1d embossed stamp, issues
from Govt. Printing Office, South Australian Railways (2),
State Tourist Bureau, Supreme Court (illustrated). Used, a
few with minor faults. (5)
$200

3117
Australia States, collection, remainders, duplicates on pages
and in stock books, includes some early Victoria, Arms to
2/-, 6d engraved kooka (unused), Kangaroos and George V;
also covers, packs, ten albums and loose. Mixed condition,
mostly used. (100s)
$150
part

3121*
Australian States, Postal Stationery, Victoria, 2d envelopes
(4) unused (RL EP7), 1d Reply Paid Post card (RL CP5);
NSW, 1d OS (RL E04, EO7 [2, one on a OHMS envelope]);
NSW 1 1/2d blue post card unused (RL CP15), Tasmania,
1/2d (RL type E1); Walch's Tasmanian Post Card of 1880
(RL c1); Registered letter (RL RP3); these all unused; OS
cards for NSW (RL CP01) Sydney Oc 31, 83; OHMS GR
perfin 1902 1d type Z (RL p.74) another a wrapper with
GR perfin; another NSW Registered envelope to Hobart
fixed with 2d perfin (RL RP6) another NSW OHMS 6d
OS embossed stamp, 1889 (RL RO1) (illustrated), another
unused; another wrapper OS/NSW 1/2d; Victoria OHMS
1d OS embossed cover fixed with additional KGV 1/2d,
Education Dept. Marnoo (RL CO2); others, copies etc. Used
and unused. (25)
$300

3118
Australian States, a small collection on leaves in a clip lock
folder, of issues from Victoria with postmarks for various
post offices and towns named or issued with PO numbers
and a few with ink certification on stamps; also a small
group from Tasmania from various towns, many also are
OS and T perf., and a few NSW duty stamps of EVII. Used.
(approx 150)
$60

3119
Australian States, Postal Stationery, New South Wales, Post
cards, Official issues all with OS/NSW perforated through the
embossed stamp (RL p.81 note cf.CP27), cards for Sydney
Harbour Trust (2), Australian Museum, Govt. Printing Office
(2), Dept. of Mines and Agriculture using 1 1/2d blue post
used (RL CP15) (2), Sydney JU 1 05, other The Exchange
10.2.1912. Used. (7)
$200

3122
Australia and Australian States, Postal Stationery, an
extraordinary accumulation of original postal stationery,
many used, some unused that have all been enhanced with
unofficial punctured letters 'OS (various sizes and sometimes
reversed), G/NSW, OS NSW, T and other variations all
illegally placed on these stationery items many years ago to
create rarities, includes wrappers, post cards, lettercards,
envelopes (including registered), ordinary letters etc. A
one of a kind grouping with some duplication of unoffical
punctured items, impossible to duplicate. Unused and used.
(approx 200)
$300
427

part

3123*
Australia, kangaroo, 1st watermark, 1913-1914, mounted
on hingeles 'Leuchtturm' page, 1/2d - £2, (SG 1-16), 5/- - £2
all very lightly toned (all illustrated), the £2 shows only a
faint trace of hinge. 2/- MUH, others appear to be MUH, a
fine set. Mostly MUH. (15)
$7,000
Ex J.P.Melick Collection.
part

3125*
Australia, kangaroo, 3rd watermark, 1915-1924, mounted
on hingeles 'Leuchtturm' page, 1/2d - £2, (SG 35-45, 73-75),
5/- - £2 (all illustrated), the £2 shows only a light crease
MUH, the £1 faint trace of hinge, 2/- - 10/- all MUH, others
appear to be MUH, several lightly toned. a very fine set.
Superb mint - MUH. (14)
$8,000
Ex J.P.Melick Collection.
part

3124*
Australia, kangaroo, 2nd watermark, 1915, mounted on
hingeles 'Leuchtturm' page, 1/2d - 5/- (5/- illustrated), (SG
24-30), the 2/- shows only a faint trace of hinge. 5/- MUH
possibly regum, several very light toning, others appear to
be MUH, a fine set. Superb mint - MUH. (7)
$1,500
Ex J.P.Melick Collection.

part

3126*
Australia, kangaroo, small multiple watermark, 1929-1930,
mounted on hingeles 'Leuchtturm' page, 1/2d - £2, (SG 107114), 5/-, 10/- and £2 (all illustrated), the £2 shows a short
perf at base, a very fine set. Superb MUH. (7)
$5,000
Ex J.P.Melick Collection.
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3129*
Australia, KGV,collection housed in a interleaved stock book
of all colours and shades of issues from the 2nd watermark,
1914-1920, to C of A issues to 1/4, includes engraved 1913
1d (both shades (SG 17, 17c); 1d reds (16) various shades,
noted 1d die II both MUH (2, one as a joined pair with die
I) and die III (2), 4d orange - lemon shades (5); Multiple 2nd
Wmk set with shades (9), no wmk (2), 2nd wmk. 1918-1923
set of (26), 1/2d to l/4 (2) with shades etc, (SG 56-66a, 7681); small multiple wmk., perf. 14 (10) including extra 1/4
thick 1 variety MUH (ACSC 129n $600 mint) (illustrated),
others (SG 85-93); similar perf. 13.5x12.5 set with shades
(18) noted 1d green die II (2, one as a joined pair), and
only used in collection 4 1/2d die II, CTO, (SG 94-104);
O/P (2), (SG 119-120); C of A wmk., set (8), (SG 124-131);
also block of 4 of 1 1/2d 2nd wmk, with thin RAL and
HALEPENCE (ACSC 89(22)i and j); OS perfs (17), noted no
wmk pair, including 1 1/2d printed on gum side (illustrated)
(SG O80wa), and OS O/P (7) all on KGV issues, a few are
mint, several with light tone, most appear to be MUH, a fine
collection. Mostly MUH. (125)
$3,000

part

3127*
Australia, kangaroo, C of A watermark, 1931-1936,
mounted on hingeles 'Leuchtturm' page, 6d - £2, (SG 132138, 212), 5/- - £2 (all illustrated), several with tone/aged
traces, a very fine set. Superb MUH. (8)
$4,000

Ex J.P.Melick Collection.

3130
Australia, 1932 1/- lyrebird, SG 140 (2); Macarthur set of
4, 2d (both types), 3d and 1/-, SG 150-152. First two mint,
Macarthur set MUH. (6)
$80

Ex J.P.Melick Collection.

3128
Australia, kangaroo issues to George VI all CTO, kangaroos
6d, 9d, 1/- 5/- all CofA, KGV 1/2d to 1/4 (13) all CofA,
commems, K/Smith set 6d and 1/- 1932 issues 1/6 air, Victoria
Centenary, KGVI set to robes 5/- and 10/- a Specimen, OS
bridge. The set of CTOs from an official PO folder. Used.
(62)
$100

Ex Wing Comdr. John Burley from the Rod A. Perry Auction Galleries
Auction Sale 85 (18th December 1980) lot 295 and 312 (Paid $185 +
$135).

3131*
Australia, 5/- blue-green, Sydney Harbour Bridge (SG 143).
Fine used.
$150
3132
Australia, a large quantity in two spring back albums on
Hagner sheets of mostly pre-decimal MUH many as blocks of
4 some as imprint blocks, noted various Authority imprints
on 4d, 5d (2), 5 1/2d emu, 6d (2), 9d, 1/-, 1/3 bull (4), 1/4d
KGVI (32) most as blocks of 4 no imprints; plate number
corner singles of 1929 WA issue, plate blocks of 4, Nos. 1-3
of Anzac 2d; Nos 1-4 of 2d cable; Produce Food large blocks
9x3 of 3 1/2d; imprint pairs 1935 (5) of 2d silver jubilee,
blocks of 4 etc; quantities of post 1945 issues, quantity of
decimal issues. MUH. (several 100)
$100
3133
Australia, a small collection of Postage Dues, mounted
on 9 leaves, various types and wmks., 1902 series various
values to 1/-, others 1909 series to 5/-, other issues etc to
5/-. Used. (89)
$50

lot 3129 part

Ex C.R.Deane Collection.
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3136
Australia, pre-decimal and decimal in a KA/BE stock book,
pre-decimal mostly as imprint blocks or blocks of 4 of issues
from early 1940s - 1965, noted 2/6 Aborigine (wmked),
1950s KGVI issues, QE and QEII, commems including 1951
50 years, produce food blocks of 6, Coronation, Royal Visit,
Tasmanian sesqui, Cobb & Co, 2/- Qantas, 1956 Olympics
(2 + sets) + 2/- green and 2/- blue (4 blocks), a quantity of G/
NSW perf issues; decimals c.1970s (FV $40+). MUH. (lot)
$80

part

3137*
Australia, cover from Columbus Ohio to Sydney, dated
Jun 23, 1905, fixed with 3 x 1 cent Franklin and 2 cent
Washington, and later fixed with x5 Australia 1d Postage
Due issues (uncertain wmk.) (illustrated); together with
Registered letter Sydney to Port Adelaide fixed with 2d red
and 5d brown KGV dated 14 Sept, 1932; other covers First
Flight New Zealand - Australia Air Mail Service 1940, 8
Ap 1940 (New Plymouth) - 1 May 1940 (Sydney); Victoria,
Post Card, Commonwealth celebrations c.1900 unused;
Indonesia, registered cover, 19-12, 1955 from Djakarta to
Stockholm Sweden fixed with 4 x commemorative sets (SG
682-5, 691-702). Used, unused. (5)
$80

part

3134*
Australia, in a KEK stockbook a number of useful stamps
including used £1 and £2 CofA (short perf on £2, illustrated),
Specimen set of 3, 10/- to £2 CofA, £1 3rd wmk. mint with
faults; 10/- s.mult. wmk., used (CV £500, illustrated); 1/3rd wmk mint joined pair with lower selvedge, 5/- Bridge
mint with side selvedge (illustrated), another very fine used
(illustrated); another bridge set of 3 to 5/-; blocks of 4 used
of £1 and £2 arms, used set of robes; 3d kooka miniature
sheets (2, one illustrated); blocks of 4 KGV 25 years; 2d
golden scarlet OS perf block of (30, CV £500); OS K/Smith
pair used; robes 10/- (4), £1 (4) and other useful items; lot
also includes a few British Commonwealth sets (Basutoland,
Southern Rhodesia, Bahamas, South African Company (47).
MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$1,200
Ex B.J.Hibbard Collection.

3138*
Australia, Postal stationery, official envelope with heading
'On His Majesty's Service', as a stamped to order with
engraved 'OS' electro on the 1d red kangaroo stamp, 1d
1913-4 period on a green envelope for the PostmasterGeneral's Department, Queensland as Money Order Advices,
to Postmaster at Townsville, 15 Feb 1914; type 1 original
die, (Kellow EO1A). Fine used, scarce.
$200

3135
Australia, 1913-1917 collection in Davo hingeless album, a
few kangaroos and KGV issues and better commems from
1927 (no 5/- bridge), definitives include Robes to 5/-, missing
arms from 10/-, but relatively complete in pre-decimals and
decimals to 1970, otherwise scattered issues to 1982, lot also
includes three small stock books, two containing some Great
Britain and another with Australian. Used - MUH. (100s)
$100
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part

3139*
Australia, Postal stationery, official envelopes, 1913-1914,
1d kangaroo, with O.H.M.S. or On His Majesty's Service on
covers, 1d kangaroo stamp with 'OS' engraved in the stamp,
type 1 (Kellow PEO1A, large cover); another smaller cover
Au 29, 1916, Sydney type 2 (Kellow PEO1B); another large
cover as a Registered Letter (from the Treasury NSW), fixed
with 4d kangaroo, from 'The Exchange NSW 12 Feb 14' to
Singleton, (Kellow -) (illustrated); 1d red with 'OS' engraved
on stamp on large blue-gray envelope with printed (OHMS)
(differing to Kellow illustration envelope type cf.Kellow EO7
with type 2 'OS' , usuage Education Dept. Melbourne, dated
11 Sept 24 Bendigo, (illustrated) (Kellow -). Used, with faults,
all very scarce - rare. (4)
$200

part

3141*
Australia, Postal stationery, Post Cards on Hagner sheets,
all punctured 'OS/NSW', and used by New South Wales
Government Departments, 1d 1913-5 kangaroo, (Kellow
P24eb), from the Sydney Harbour Trust used Sept 1914;
1 1/2d red brown KGV, 1920-1922 used 1921-2, used
from Sydney Harbour Trust (illustrated), Govt. Printing
Office and Lands Department, (Kellow P52(2)e) (3); 1d
green KGV, 1924-1925 issued from Govt. Printing Office,
Sydney Harbour Trust, die 1, (Kellow P61e) (2); 1d green
KGV 1925-1930 series (5) issued by Sydney Harbour Trust
(4), Lands Dept. (1), used 1927-1929 die 1 and 3 (Kellow
P63e and P64e); 1 1/2d red brown, 1930-1937, from Dept.
of Lands and Govt. Printing Office, used 1931 and 1934
(Kellow P67e) (2); 1d violet buff stock, 1923-1924, Sydney
Harbour Trust used 1924 (illustrated) (Kellow P56e); others
used 1d kangaroo unused with a rev. for the Glenorchy
Board of Agriculture, (Kellow P28); Australia, Prince of
Wales 1d 'Oak leaf frame' buff on reverse, unused 1911
issue, (Kellow P18(1)B) (illustrated). Good - fine mostly
used, two unused. (16)
$600

part

3140*
Australia, Postal stationery, Post card, 1913-1915, 1d
kangaroo, with O.H.M.S. overprints, one with centre of
card other (2) above 1d kangaroo stamp, issued by South
Australian Railways for each type third card from Adelaide
to Kapunda Public School from Public School Murryville SA,
Sept. 22, 1914 (appears as a legitimate usuage) (illustrated),
(Kellow P24e, 24ea [2] [CV $1000]). Used, somewhat toned
and with faults, all very scarce. (3)
$200
431

part

3144*
Australia, Postal stationery, Post card, 1918-1919, 'three/
halfpence' on a 1d kangaroo obsolete stock, used from
Hobart 1 Oct 19, machine postmark, noted repaired spike
hole and aged, (Kellow P49 [$8000]). Used, extremely rare,
one of three known.
$1,000

3142*
Australia, Postal stationery, post office envelopes, 1916-1918
1d red, 'Star' embossed, knife 1, die 1, (Kellow EP7); other
types unused, die 4 1d and 1/2d 'Star' embossed (Kellow
EP14) (illustrated); 2d similar (Kellow EP23); 1 1/2d (Kellow
EP28) as an addressed cover to Royal Society...Cruelty to
Animals..; Three Halfpence on 2d (Kellow EP26); oval 2d on
1 1/2d red (Kellow EP35); 2d oval (3) type 1 (blue), type 2,
type 6. (Kellow EP36); KGVI types 2d oval type 2, 3, (Kellow
EP40); 2 1/2d oval type (Kellow EP42), 3 1/2d crowned circle
embossed (Kellow EP48, 49); 3 1/2d and 4d QEII (Kellow
EP51, EP55). Unused, several scarce. (16)
$200

Ex Status April 28, 2007 (lot 1428).

part

3143*
Australia, Postal stationery, official envelopes, 1916-1918,
KGV 1d red 'Star' embossed issue, on O.H.M.S. cover,
dated Sydney Fe 15, 1917, from Metro. Board of Water
Supply and Sewerage, Sydney, Die 1, (cf.Kellow ES28 but on
OHMS cover unlisted) (illustrated); similar Official covers
with 2d red 'Star' embossed issue with OS in die, with
'Three/Halfpence' overprint on die (Kellow EO14) (2, CV
$500) both from Education Department Melbourne; another
similar, same source with 'Two/ Pence' on three halfpence OS
'Star' embossed issue fixed with KGVI 2 1/2d and 1/2d issues,
dated 10 Ap 1950, (Kellow EO16 CV $150), unusual so late;
another 1 1/2d OS oval KGV cover Ship Mail Room 15 Au
30, as (Kellow EO18 with OHMS stamp); other envelopes
(Kellow EO17, ES86 both OHMS cover, ES75 Dept. of Army
ADC cover, ME7 as a CTO cover), and a 2d oval on OHMS
wrapper? to the Postmaster from Deputy Commissioner of
Pensions, 8 FE 35 from Hindmarsh. Unused, some with
minor faults, several very scarce - rare. (10)
$250

part

3145*
Australia, Postal stationery, official envelopes, 1920, KGV
penny halfpenny brown with 'OS' impressed in stamp,
type 2, with O.H.M.S. on cover, together fixed with 1/2d
green punctured OS, dated Brisbane 22 Dec 1920, to the
Postmaster, Brisbane (Kellow PEO7 and cf.PE08); Military
letter card, with 1d red KGV type, unused. manufactured in
1916 with a printing of 50,400 lettercards, (Kellow LCM1
CV $500); 1919 KGV 1d red official wrapper with 'OS' in
solid engraving, for Deputy Commissioner of Maternity
Allowances used from Melbourne 5 Au, 1921, (Kellow WO2
CV $1250) (illustrated). Unused and used, first with faults,
others very fine and all very scarce - rare. (3)
$250
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part

part

3146*
Australia, Postal stationery, official envelopes, KGV 'Star'
embossed issues with 'OS' print on stamps, 1921-1930,
Three halfpence red issues with 'On His Majesty's Service'
on covers, (3) with Deputy Commissioner of Maternity
Allowances used in 1925, (2) of these as Money Order
Advise to Postmaster, (Kellow EO15), another similar but
with TWO PENCE O/P (Kellow E016), another large cover
with additional 1/2d orange fixed to cover (Dept. of the
Treasury) dated 15 Nov 1930 Camberra; another cover
with Three Halfpence green with 'OS'issued in Sydney,
Ap 3 1924, Commonwealth Sub Treasury (Kelllow EO13)
(illustrated), similar 2d red, Sp 5, 1923, Sydney (Kellow
EO12); Three Halfpence on two pence red, 12 Mr 28 from
Belmont, Education Department Melbourne, (Kellow EO14);
similar group (3) of 2d red oval embossed issues, one of
(Kellow EO19) from Adelaide from Deputy Commissioner
of Pensions, Adelaide SA; similar examples (2) without OS
on stamp, all dated Melbourne July and October 1933 both
from the Deputy Commisioner of Maternity Allowances
engraved but different types, (cf.Kellow ES72). Used, with
some faults, all scarce - rare. (10)
$300

3147*
Australia, Postal stationery, Post Cards on Hagner sheets,
all punctured 'OS/NSW', and used by New South Wales
Government Departments, 1d 1913-5 kangaroo, (Kellow
P24eb, [2], P25e [1]), (3) all from the Govt. Printing Office
issued 1915-1917 (one illustrated); 1 1/2d red brown KGV,
1930-1937 used 1937-8, used from Maritime Services Board
of NSW and Lands Department, both with admonition
83.5mm (Kellow P67e); 1d green KGV, 1924-1925 issued
from Lands Dept 1925 used to Corowa, die 3, (Kellow
P62e); 1d green KGV 1925-1930 series (6) issued by Sydney
Harbour Trust, Lands Dept., Main Roads Board (4) (one
illustrated). (Kellow P64e). Fair - fine used. (12)
$500

part

3148*
Australia, Postal stationery, Registered letters, 1913, 4d
kangaroo 'Registered Letter' at top, (Kellow RE3A), unused
(illustrated); 5d brown oval registered Letter, Brisbane 13
MR 31, used to Adelaide, (Kellow RE26); used OHMS clear
window envelopes (cf.Kellow ES86; ES96 [2]); a range of
KGV cutouts embossed 'Star' OS issues (15), oval OS issues
(12), KGV OS issues 1d green (2), 1d violet (2), 1 1/2d brown
(2), 2d orange (2), (cf.Kellow as covers EO7, EO9); the 1d
green with OS not noted in Kellow; etc. First item unused,
others used. (lot)
$100

lot 3147 part
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3151*
Australia, George V, 1931, April 23, First Official Air Mail
Cover Melbourne to London, fixed with 1/- kangaroo, 3d
air mail, 2d and 6d Kingsford Smith, on a display sheet with
write up. Used.
$50
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

3152
Australia, 'British Flight, England - Australia, Calcutta
- Port Darwin' flight cover by plane 'Spartan Arrow' fixed
with India KGV 1931 New Delhi 1/2 anna pair and 1
anna, postmarked Calcutta 24 May 1931 and 2d K/Smith
postmarked Darwin 24 April 1931, (Eustis 177); another
'England - Australia flight cover for Brisbane - Melbourne
leg, fixed with KGV 1/2d orange and 1 1/2d brown, dated
3 July 1933, under Major Brackley (Eustis 310a); another
Australia - New Zealand flight, 'Faith in New Zealand',
fixed with1d green KGV, 19 Nov. 1934, (Eustis 462). Fine,
all scarce. (3)
$120

3149*
Australia, pictorial air mail post card by Capt. Harry Butler
as a flight 'Souvenir Aerial Post Card No.624', signed verso
by Harry Butler, franked with the 1 1/2d KGV brown
cancelled in Minlaton 6/8/1919 to Miss P.H.Rowe, Gipps
Cross South Australia, (Eustis 22). Fine and rare.
$300

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and from the Charles Leski Auction Sale 153 (lots
1647, 1655, 1663).

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and previously from Charles Leski Auctions
No.179 (lot 240).

3153*
Australia, 'Francis C. Chichester Gipsy Moth flight, Australia
to England by Japan' flight cover Thursday Island to
Southport England; the plane crashed in Japan and cover
was only 1 of 80 carried to Japan, No. 125 of original
148, fixed with 2d and 3d KGV, dated 7 July 1931; signed
on cover by Francis C. Chichester and No.125, fixed with
the additional,'By Air Mail' sticker, (Eustis 210). Fine and
scarce.
$150

3150*
Australia, 'Herald and Weekly Times' air mail letter carried
by Capt Roy King and Capt. Vigers in seperate flights the
return flight left Geelong for Melbourne on the 17th April
1922, the cover fixed with the Herald Air Mail vignette
and 2 x 1d violet KGV isssues, to Mrs T. Chilton, North
Melbourne, one of 800 carried that day. Fine and rare.
$200

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and Rodney Perry Auction Sale 199 (lot 636).

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and previously from Rodney Perry Auctions
No.199 (lot 535).

Eustis notes that the flight terminated in Japan when the plane crashed on
15 August 1931 at Katsura after taking off to fly to Tokyo. The flight was
abandoned.
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3157
Australia, 'MacRobertson Miller Aviation Company's Aerial
Service' first flight covers Whyalla to Cowell and return flight,
first cover with registration from Whyalla fixed with Sturt 3d,
kooka 3d, 2d/1 1/2d KGV, dated 23 February 1934; second
cover a registered cover from Cowell to Whyalla fixed with
3d Air mail stamp, 3d Sturt, Canberra and 1d red KGV, dated
23 February 1934; both fixed with different additional,'By
Air Mail' stickers, (Eustis 363a). Both fine and rare. (2)
$100
part

Ex J.P.Melick Collection.

3154*
Australia, 'MacKay Aerial Exhibition' May-June 1933 air
mail flight covers (2) both signed by Donald MacKay (one
as a slip enclosed in the cover); first cover a registered cover
from Oodnadatta 15 July 1933 to Stanmore NSW, fixed with
2d, 3d (2) KGV Jubilee and a 3d Cent. of Victoria, all fixed
with signatures of the 8 crew etc, one of six of the 50 only
carried by the plane (illustrated); second cover with a detailed
account all mounted on a loose leaf sheet fixed with 2d red
and 5d brown KGV posted at Alice Springs 26 May 1933
and post stamp Rochester 5 June 1933 verso; inside cover
a paper signatures of recipient C. Hodgkinson and Donald
MacKays, (Eustis 312). Both fine and rare. (2)
$100

Eustis notes that intermediate flights as above as low as only 30 covers
each were flown.

Ex J.P.Melick Collection.

3155
Australia, 'MacRobertson Miller Aviation Company's Aerial
Service' first flight covers Adelaide to Kimba and return
flight, first cover with registration from Adelaide to Kimba
fixed with 1d kangaroo, Air Mail 3d (2), 1d red engraved
and dated 22 February 1934; second cover a registered cover
from Kimba to Adelaide fixed with 1d red engraved (2) 3d
kooka, 3d Air Mail stamp, dated 23 February 1934; both
fixed with the same additional,'By Air Mail' stickers, (Eustis
363a). Both fine and rare. (2)
$100

part

3158
Australia, 'Southern Cross, Sydney - Richmond, 18th July
1935' flight cover by plane from Mascot to Richmond, fixed
with 2d KGV Jubilee, signed by all personnel aboard the
plane including Sir Charles Kingsford Smith, numbered as
126, imperforated vignette designed by E.A.Crome fixed to
cover, (Eustis 516). Fine and rare. (3)
$200
Ex J.P.Melick Collection and from the Charles Leski Auction Sale 161 (lots
1689).

Ex J.P.Melick Collection.

This was the last flight of the famous plane 'Southern Cross'.

Eustis notes that intermediate flights as above as low as only 30 covers
each were flown.

3159
Australia, 'Donald MacKay Aerial Exhibition' the
Reconnaissance Expedition in Northern territory and
Western Australia 1937, posted at Tennants Creek, 18th
August 1937' flight cover by plane, fixed with 2d KGV
and 3d SA Centenary, signed by all personnel aboard the
plane including Donald MacKay, Frank Neale pilot, Harry
T. Bennett navigator four line cachet added to mail, (Eustis
758); another 'First Flight by Flying Boat "Coriolanus",
Sydney - Dilli, 16 January 1941, signed by H.B.Hussey pilot,
with Censor stamps and registration from Sydney (Eustis
912); another 'Re-opening Flight, Sydney - New Guinea
Air Service' Qantas vignette, dated 2nd April 1945, fixed
with 5 1/2d Duke & Duchess of Gloucester, also signed by
commander H.H.Deignan, (Eustis 1002). Fine and rare.
(3)
$150

3156
Australia, 'MacRobertson Miller Aviation Company's Aerial
Service' first flight covers Whyalla to Port Pirie and return
flight, first cover with registration from Whyalla fixed with
Sturt 3d, Air Mail 3d, Canberra 1927 and KGV 1/2d dated
23 February 1934; second cover a registered cover from Pt.
Pirie to Whyalla fixed with 6d QV SA stamp, West Aust
1929 1 1/2d and 1/2 KGV, dated 22 February 1934; both
fixed with different additional,'By Air Mail' stickers, (Eustis
363a). Both fine and rare. (2)
$100
Ex J.P.Melick Collection.
Eustis notes that intermediate flights as above as low as only 30 covers
each were flown.

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and from the Charles Leski Auction Sale 161 (lots
1705, 1716, 1723).
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3160
Australia, A group of Airmail Exhibition covers, 7th October
1937, all fixed with various Airmail Exhibition stickers, (2)
have registration stickers and fixed with airmail stamps, one
with 6d Air Mail Service, the other similar with additional
3d green Air Mail Service; another (4) all similar fixed with
2d red 150th anniversay issues with different coloured
envelopes; also includes a large-parcel piece with official
exhibition stamps with 150th anniversary set, additional
2d, and 1/6 air stamp and 3d blue KGVI white leaves TA
joined, (Eustis 768b). Fine. (7)
$100

3164
Australia, in a large box, an assortment including Australia
decimal booklets (approx FV $400) many as $4.50 folders,
PO packs (approx 40) and Australia FDCs; PNG PO packs
(approx 30); AAT and Nauru PO packs (approx 20); FDCs
from Kiribati and a quantity of used Australia and World on
paper including many Australia in bundles of 100. MUH,
used. (100s)
$200
3165
Australia, Post Office year books, 1981-2016 all mostly
unopened volumes as bought from Australia Post, most in
plastic sleaves. MUH. (36)
$600

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and from the Rodney Perry Auction Sale 199
(lots 514).
These were souvenir covers with pictorial cancellations.

3166
Australia, Post Office year books, with stamps in books
from 1981, 1983 - 1986, 1988 Deluxe, 1989-1994, 19921993 Collection of Booklets/self adhesives and waterbirds
of Australia book; New Zealand Post year books 1984 (2),
1990 - 1992, New Zealand Heritage book. MUH. (18)
$250

3161
Australia, a large collection of Military covers c.1942-1945,
many from PNG, a few from other bases, all presented as a
collection on 93 album pages, mostly with Censor stamps,
with some addressed to George Adams, c/- Tattersals,
Hobart, Tasmania; a few with ACF covers, most covers are
fixed with 3d KGVI brown, (a few without stamps). Used.
(205 covers)
$500

3167
Australia, Post Office year books, 1981 (4), 1982-1984;
year sets on Seven Seas Leaves, 1975 (2), 1976-1980, 1988,
1990, AAT on similar leaves 1957-1984/6 (4 sets); PNG Year
book 1987; mint Australia, noted K/Smith set MUH and a
large quantity of PO packs to $10 (52), FV of loose issues
($30+); World includes Denmark FDC c.1960s (approx
25), Australia (approx 50); accessories include unused 2x2
Hartberger cards, magification lenses, new coin albums (2)
and McDonald, 'Pocket Guide to Australian Coins and
Banknotes, 12th, 15th and 16th editions. MUH, used, others
as new. (lot)
$200

3162
Australia, a small accumulation of blocks of Australian
pre-decimal, noted 2/- blue Olympics (strip of 10), 2/- green
similar block of 4; assorted low FV imprint blocks, blocks
of 1956 Olympics etc; Bradman 45c sheetlets (2), a PNC of
Bradman; 50c Apec M/S (2), 33c Classic Children packs (5),
similar sheets of 100 (2); The First Australians; Joint USA
issue 1988 PO packs (2); others etc; collection of Australia
and world in spring-back album; FDC of Australia c.1940s1950s mostly; other covers noted include a 1948 Pitcairn
Islands cover with issues to 2/6; Qantas Coronation Flight
covers (15); quantities of Australian used c.1950 and other
stamps. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$80

3168
Australia, in a large box, Post Office year books, 1981-1999,
together with Chinese albums of used Australia (1) and Great
Britain (2); WWF albums in slip cases (2), extras include
1971 Xmas blocks of 7 (2 sests) and BP Classic Car Prints
(10). MUH and used. (lot)
$400
3169
Australia, in a large box, Post Office year books, 1998, 2001,
year sets by Sherwood 1971-1975, MUH stamps (includes
booklets, M/S) loose and in stock books, mostly c.1980s2000 (FV $700+); world and Australian used in 6 albums
including pre-decimal; Australia pre-decimal mint on Seven
Seas leaves (incomplete, noticed 3d kooka M/S; APO packs
(approx 40); US Collection on leaves; and FDCs Australia
from 1937 mostly c.1980s-2000, noticed $10 Roberts
painting x 10. (approx 100). MUH, used. (100s)
$400

part

3163*
Australia, PMG booklet containing a set of current Australian
Postage Stamps as CTO and including arms Specimen set
MUH (illustrated for £2), other Specimen sets Australian
paintings (2); together with a flight cover AustraliaNetherland Indies May 1931 (AAMC 204) (illustrated);
other covers Norfolk Island June 10, 1947 (2); NSW OS
cover from Singleton; over covers (19); PNC Surf Lifesaver;
AP souvenir cards (3). MUH and used. (lot)
$150

3170
Australia, in a large box, Post Office year books, 2001-2009,
together with P/O packs (approx 30), AP cards, collection
of decimal Mint/MUH in Seven Seas Album 1984-1994
(incomplete); Hagner sheets in folder, Great Britain used,
in Chinese album; Royal Wedding nooklets and M/S in
small box; in folder NZ (health and commems) and PNG;
quantiries of Australia and world used on paper. MUH, mint
and used. (100s)
$300
436

3171
Australia, The classic Kookaburra presentation folder
features an original 1978 miniature sheet issued for the
50th anniversary of the National Stamp Exhibition during
National Stamp Week 1978. A special addition to this folder
is a bullion coin produced by The Perth Mint, dated 2009
and an exclusive miniature sheet of the 2009 reproduction
6d claret Kookaburra stamp from the Australia's Favourite
Stamps issue. These miniature sheets are numbered and both
limited to 750. MUH and uncirculated. (2 sets)
$100

3178
Australia, decimal collection of mostly single issues stored
on Hagner sheets within two Hagner System cliplock stock
books, issues from 1966-c1990 incomplete. MUH. (100s)
$200
3179
Australia, decimal MUH and used in a KA/BE stock book,
used as mostly duplicates of a few selected issues, MUH
decimal issues many as gutter strips and blocks, issues c.late
1970s- early 1980s (FV $220+). MUH. (lot)
$120

3172
Australia, Australian Bicentennial Collection 1988 as sets in
10 folders in two slip cases; large quantity of MUH stamps
and a few post office packs of mostly period 2010's, with
values to $10, (FV $520+). MUH. (lot)
$300

3180
Australia, decimal in a large KABE stock book, issues of
1984 - 1987, many as gutter strips, large blocks part sheets
etc, many in units of 10 etc. (FV $825+). MUH. (lot)
$400

3173
Australia, Australian Bicentennial Collection 1988 as sets in
14 folders in two slip cases; 1991-1992 Collectors year book
for Frama, booklets & Self-adhesive stamps; Hagner system
spring-back folder of issues from Norfolk Island including
M/S; also AAT pre-decimal in pairs and singles and decimal
to 1998; selection of Australian Territories; album of used
PO cards with stamps (45); a quantity of AAT FDC (approx
50) from the bases 1980-1986 including special flight and
'Nella Dan'. Mostly MUH and used. (lot)
$150

3181
Australia, decimal in a large green stock book, issues of 1988
- 1991, many as gutter strips, singles and blocks of 10 etc.
(FV $900+). MUH. (lot)
$450

3174
Australia, Australian Bicentennial Collection of 1988 with
stamps and folders in slip case; APO 1983 year book;
together with sheetlets, packs etc with a (FV $230+). MUH.
(lot)
$120

3183
Australia, decimal MUH in Chinese albums (3), mostly as
blocks, (total FV $1700+), with one album containing a
quantity of used Australian State issues with duplication.
MUH and used. (1,000s)
$800

3175
Australia, Australia Post, 1998 Bicentennial Collection in AP
slip case, together with two Seven Seas hingeless Australian
stamp albums all in one cliplock folder, 1966-1981 both
incomplete, noted values to $4 and Christmas 1971 as blocks
of 7, together with Australia FDCs from the 1980s in two
large cliplock folders; another large cliplock folder with
Hagners, containing large quantities on unused pre-decimal
and decimal issues with some water damage, in addition a
large quantity of high value used Australian, New Zealand
and Great Britain. Used, mint. (4 albums)
$100

3184
Australia, decimal MUH in Bogenmappe mint sheet folders
(3), other mint sheet folders (2) and Scrapbooks (4), mostly
as blocks or mint sheets, noticed half sheet of (50) of Xmas
1971 (total FV $3,000+). MUH. (1,000s)
$1,300

3182
Australia, decimal in a large stock book, issues of 1991
- 1996, most as gutter strips, strips in units of 10 etc. (FV
$1,155+). MUH. (lot)
$500

3185
Australia, decimal in a red KA/BE stock book, a few selected
issues, decimal issues some as gutter strips and blocks, M/S,
sheetlets and singles etc., c.2001 - 2005 (FV $800+). MUH.
(lot)
$400

3176
Australia, decimal issues mostly in blocks, part sheets
and sheets issues from 1966-2010s, good postage lot, (FV
$1120+). MUH. (100s)
$500

3186
Australia, decimal in a large Lighthouse stock book, issues
of 2007 - 2009, many as gutter strips, singles and blocks of
10, (FV $774+). MUH. (lot)
$350

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

3187
Australia, decimal in a blue small stock book, (FV $105+);
three Bogenmappe mint sheet books a few selected issues,
MUH decimal issues some as blocks, gutter strips, part
sheets and singles etc., c1970s - 1980s (FV $215+), total
(FV $320). MUH. (lot)
$150

3177
Australia, decimal issues mostly in blocks, part sheets and
sheets issues from 1966-2010s, good postage lot, (FV $400+);
together with a quantity of pre-decimal from 1920s-1965.
MUH. (100s)
$200
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.
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3188
Australia, assorted issues and values, decimal series c19701990, includes Post Office collections of Australian stamps
1981, 1982, 1983, 1985 in albums; First Day Covers, pre
stamped envelopes, maximum cards, booklets, sheets and
part sheets, FV approx $400. Used - MUH. (100s)
$200

3195
Belgium, 1973 Photographic 'proofs' of the 4f50 and 8f
Europa issues, 2 white cards embossed with seals reading
'REGIE DER POSTERIJNEN', previously auctioned at the
1999 World stamp Expo Auction. Mint. (2)
$50

3189
Australia, Xmas 1971 blocks of 25 (5); 5c flights, blocks
of 9 (5); 1981 Australia Post collection book; sheetlets of
Australian Legends, Gardens, Queens birthday 2000; Luner
New Year 2004 (2); Sydney 2000; 50c sheetlets flowers,
happy birthday, Australia, year of the tiger, Beijing 2010 (2);
Japan World Stamp Expo 2011: $1 engagement ring; 2000
Games, total FV $120. MUH. (lot)
$150

part

3196*
British Central Africa (later Nyasaland), mixed set 1895-6,
no wmk., duplicates with wmk., values 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d (2),
1/- (2), 5/- and £1, SG 21-25, 28-29, 35, 36, (CV £1100
on £1). Mint, most with heavy hinge remains, several with
faults. (9)
$250

3190
Australia, an accumulation of mostly recent issues MUH
(total FV $838), together with some FDCs, CTO and MUH
issues from Norfolk Island, Pitcairn Islands, Fiji (some in
sheets), New Zealand and other oddments. MUH. (100s)
$400

Ex Stanley Gibbons Australia, April 28, 2007 (lot 549 at $575). The one
pound with BPA certificate No.18992 of 22 Mar 1986.

3191
Australia, 2009, uncut sheet of 16 M/S of star gazing the
southern skies, stored in a large cylinder holder, (cf.SG
MS3269). Imperforated and MUH.
$100

3197
British Commonwealth and Europe, accumulation of
MUH, many as sets, noted silver wedding, Falkland Islands,
Gambia. Pitcairn Islands, (1948 wedding 10/- x 2), New
Hebrides (SG 220-232 x 2 sets), total CV stated to be £3,000
(SG 2007). MUH, a few mint. (100s)
$300

Only 750 imperf. sheets produced, many cut up for single MS sets of three
stamps.

3192
Australia, decimal collection on Hagner sheets in a clip-lock
folder, a few pre-decimal from 1913, noted 1d red engraved
joined pair, K/Smith sets (2), 1935 Jubilee set, 3d kooka
block, 3d Sturt pair, including birds to 3/-, selected decimal
from 1966 (FV $92); Norfolk Islands 1947 set, buterflies
set, some PNG decimal and pre-decimal incl. birds to 10/-,
buterflies, etc.; assorted M/S from various countries (37) and
similar singles. Mint - MUH. (100s)
$120

3198
British Commonwealth and Europe, accumulation of used/
CTO total (CV £650), mint (CV £240), total CV stated to
be £890 (SG 2007). Used, mint. (100s)
$100
3199
British Commonwealth, issues as long sets from Rhodesia
and Nyasaland 1959 set (SG 18-31 + shades) (18) MUH;
Montserrat, KGVI long set with extra perfs p.14 (SG 101112) (22) mint; 1951 set (SG 123-135) (13), MUH; QEII
1953 long set with shades (SG 136a-149a, 157) (19) MUH;
1965 set with additional (3) revaluations (SG 160-176, 194196) (20) MUH; 1970 partial set to 15c (SG 242-248) extras
as glazed paper (10) MUH; Fiji, Postage Due set 1940 (SG
D11-D18, CV £140) MUH. Mostly MUH, high CV. (110)
$100

3193
Australia, mostly used a few mint/MUH decimal and predecimal all stamps stored in 8 albums, stock books and a
large quantity stamps on leaves and Hagner sheets, plastic
containers and many loose in celophane packets. Mint/used.
(1,000s)
$100

3200
British Commonwealth, Omnibus issues, housed, each with
the special spring-back album on printed leaves; Coronation
1937; incomplete with extras of 1948 Royal Silver Wedding
low values heavily toned pages affecting some stamps; 19451946 Victory set with extras, Canada Peace Conversion
issues to $1; 1949 UPU 75th anniverseary; Trinidad and
Tobago, singles on sheets for club sale etc., a range of issues,
some as sets, noted 1935 complete mint set (SG 230-238),
1921-2 set to 6c (SG 152, 206-212), Silver Jubilee sets (2),
other issues to 1979, Victory and 1937 Coronation plate
blocks, singles etc.; a few FDC's. Mint and used, a few with
faults. (100s)
$150

3194
Australia and world covers in a very large carton, many FDCs
also large quantity of Aerogrammes (unused with much
duplication); lettercards from KGVI, pre-stamped covers
(used and unused), some stored in three cliplock folders and
one Chinese stock book, also includes AAT (bases), New
Zealand FDCs, Australia Post pre-paid cards; a large folder
of AP Stamp Bulletins, Official Souvenir Programs 2000
Olympics (2); Olympic phonecards folder, card album of
Shells, Fish and Coral with cards; 1997 Hong Kong Phone
card collection folder. Unused and used. (100s)
$150

Ex Philatelic Association of NSW (lot 2479) for the Trinidad and Tobago
lot.
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3206
China, collection on 40 loose leaf album leaves of used
Chinese Republic issues of 1912 with overprints in red or
black of 'Republic of China' 1/2 c to $2 used, (SG 192-205);
with additional singles or blocks of 1/2c (111), 1c (118), 2c
(70), 3c (154), 4c (102), 5c (82), 7c (42), 10c (146), 16c (17),
20c (29), 30c (15), 50c (26), $1 (11), $2 (10), (SG 192-205).
Used, (high CV). (100s)
$400

part

3201*
British North Borneo, a small group on small Hagner sheets
includes 8 cent overprints (SG 2) (5); SG 3 (8) including a
joined pair, others include one with inverted overprint (SG -);
others arms issues (16) 1886-1894, 25c - $25 some as CTO's
one as $1 (SG 83b imperf); Malaya - Borneo Exhibitiom
1922 (2); Postage Due (SG D31, 31a) both mint. Mint and
used. (33)
$200

Ex Michael Rogers in 1987 (lot 68).

3207*
China, an extensive range of mint/MUH issues from 1912 1970s, store on large Hagner sheets, includes a few commems
of Republic, various Dr.Sun Yat-sen issues with O/Ps, regular
and revenue issues for inflation and currency revaluations,
local issues from Shanghai, China, People's Republic many
issues of 1950-1952 possibly mostly reprints include (SG
1434, 1471, 1488-1492); noted 10th anniv. of Republic 20f
(SG 1861 £275), a small quantity of other countries included.
MUH, mint. (approx 300)
$200

Ex Michael Rogers Inc. Auction Sale 69 (lot 1046).

3202
British Solomon Islands, KGV, set to 10/-, wmk. mult. script
CA, SG 39-52, (CV £200). Fine mint. (15)
$100

Ex Stanley Gibbons Australia (lot 69).

Ex Stanley Gibbons Australia, April 28, 2007 (lot 648).

3203
British Solomon Islands and Solomon Islands, collection/
accumulation housed in The Favourite (loose leaf) Philatelic
Album and a clip lock folder, collection mostly written up
includes some issues from 1908 and KGV to 1/-, but strong
from the KGVI set, mint to 10/- (with additional pair of 10/-)
with some imprint pairs, similar lot of QEII to 2/6, 1965
definitives some with plate numbers and blocks, varieties,
decimal overprints sets and extras, this folder has definitives
to 2001 (birds) with values to $50; the album runs from
1935-1987 of commemorative stamps many as pair or plate
blocks, includes a few FDC; incomplete collection but a good
range of issues with extras. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$120

part

3208*
China, collection mounted on 18 loose leaf album leaves,
Hagner sheet and clear sheet of used Chinese Republic
issues from Yunnan Province issues of 1926 and later with
overprints in black for special use in Yunnan, 1/2c to $2
used, (SG 1-19), all postmarked 22.9.26 at Yunnan; other
partial sets used together with (2) used sets of the Tan Yen-kai
Memorial (SG 52-55, CV £550), similar mint set (CV £300);
collection on mint in singles and blocks of Yunnan 1/2c - $5
($5 illustrated) includes $2 (5 mint, 1 used), $1 (5 mint), 30c
(5 mint) etc. Mint and used, (these CV £5000); 1929 Yunnan
set (2) of Chiang Kai-shek Unification (SG 21-24, CV £550);
1929 burial set (SG 25-28); assorted issues of Sun Yat-sen
with O/Ps with values to $5, 1st printing complete mint set
(7) (SG 29-35) (CV £900); 2nd printing mint, incomplete set
(SG 43-46, 48-49, 51) (CV £700); Szechwan Province mint
set (SG 1-23) (CV £1145). Mint & used. (lot)
$500

3204
China, used dragon issues 1898-1903 on album leaves
with values to 50c, and Republic series to $1 with much
duplucation to $1, some commems included, also $5 (15)
Sun Yat-sen (SG 405), together with a selection of Shanghai
issues 1867-1880 and (3) of the 1893 series 1/2c - 2c (SG
158-160); together with MUH China, People's Republic,
on view cards, pictorials including 8f (SG 2597. 2598 [2],
2610-1), various values to 50f of 1973-4 pictorials (13), and
8f (6) of series 1976 completion of 4th 5 year plan. MUH
and used. (lot)
$100

3209
China, in a Green Mini Sheet album file, blocks and sheets
containing various issues some with portrait of Dr. Sun
Yat-sen and others as pictorials, blocks are MUH and used,
noted North Eastern Provinces, National Assembly (240) $2
on $20 (SG 44); another $2 President's 60th birthday (120)
MUH (SG 54), similar $5 (116) (SG 56); blocks of used (15)
(SG 1040); (20) (SG 887); mint sheet (100x2) (SG 893 and
894); similar (100x2) (SG 958, 962); block of 50 (SG 706),
80 (SG 704); 100 (SG 733); National Assembly $20 (179),
$50 (182), (SG 912, 914); Japanese Occupation of China
$3, 1st Anniversary of Consessions blocks (946) (SG 118);
Martyrs, 1c (232) (SG 411); Chekiang, 3c on 5c (80) (SG
580a); 5c green (248) (SG 465); 2c green (360) (SG 462).
MUH, mint and Used. (1,000s)
$400

3205
China, a selection of issues in a red-brown stock book
containing mint and used from the late 19th century includes
O/P of 1912 and issues of 1912, noted 1921 25th anniv.
set used (SG 357-360); 1913 set to $5, 1931 set partial
issues to $5 mint, 1936 new life set used, Martyrs sets (2),
assorted Provincial O/Ps, 1941 Sun Yat-sen set mint, 1941
Thrift movement set, revaluation O/Ps of 1946, Japanese
Occupation issues, Shanghai issues, air stamp issues (SG
352-3) used, 1932 issues mint and used and O/Ps with new
values for Nanking and Shanghai,O/Ps for regional areas of
North China (approx 100). Mostly mint a few used, many
pieces with aged toning. (100s)
$200

Ex Michael Rogers in 1987.
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3210
China, collection mounted on 11 loose leaf album leaves, of
mint Martyrs of the Chinese Republic issues with O/P for
20 cents in 1943 for Kwangtung, West Szechwan, Yunnan,
Fukien, Kiangsi, East Szechwan, Kwangsi, Honan, Shensi,
Kweichow and Hupeh with varieties; others for 40c on 50c
for East and West Szechwan, Yunnan, Hunan-Kwantung,
1c on 1/2c surcharges from Hunan, Kwangsi, Fukien,
Kwangtung; 7c on 8c various mint; 3c on 5c from various
mints all with many extras all described on the album leaves;
lot also includes a mint North China Reprint of 8c (SG 1).
Collection of mint in singles and blocks. (approx 200)
$200

3214
China, stored as sheets in 13 white envelopes indicating
the lot for each from a Michael Rogers Auction Sale; each
described, 1946 $10 on 1c Martyr sheet of 200, (SG 898);
1941 $1 30th anniv. O/P sheet of 50 (SG 615; 3c of 5c
1940-1 for Kiangsu 100 x 12 1/2 sheets and block of 40 (SG
578); similar 200 x 6 sheets Kansu; similar 100 x 12, 200 x
6 sheets of Hunan (SG 577); 1940 sheet of 200 1c Martyrs
(SG 411); 1/2c Martyrs blocks and sheets total 1125 stamps
(SG 410). Various MUH, an extensive supply of duplicate
mostly overprint issues. (1,000s)
$200

3211
China, in a red and green Harco Mini Sheet files, blocks and
sheets containing various issues some with portrait of Dr. Sun
Yat-sen and others as pictorials, blocks are MUH or mint,
150th anniversary of US Constitution, 5c (50), 25c (50), 50c
(50), $1 (50) (SG 501-504, CV £800); 'Republic of China'
O/P on Dragon series in 1912 1/2c (116); 2c (20), 3c (75), (SG
192, 194, 195); 1/2c without O/P (40), (SG 108) (CV £1200);
Sun Yat-sen issues 8c green (200) (SG 467); $10 (100) (SG
668); 2c green (200), 5c green (200), (SG 462, 465); 3c on 5c
Kiangsi (200) (SG 579a); 3c on 5c East Szechwan (590) (SG
579b); similar 40c on 50c (200) (SG 625); Postage Due 1/2c
blue CTO Shanghai 25.11.(19)11, block of 50 (SG D143).
MUH, mint and used, (high CV). (100s)
$400

3215
China, folders housing MUH issues, includes stamps with
pictures of animals and women in traditional dress (gold
plated) 1996 (24), celebration of Macau and Hong Kong
1999 (17). In folders of issue, MUH. (41)
$100

3216
China (Taiwan, Nationalist Regime), selection of issues as
stamp sets SG 752-758, 775-777, 870-885; classical poetry
SG 1524-1527 FDC and stamps; 1997 birds sheetlet SG
2433-2452; others various short sets, (39); FDCs (emperors
procession SG 752-758, 870-877, 878-885, horses, SG 967970, 973) (6). MUH and used. (lot)
$50

Ex Michael Rogers in 1987.

3212
China, loose album leaves (23), containing issues with
portrait of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, various issues all fully described
on each sheet, includes blocks 8 + 8 + 24 with postmarks for
Lin Sen's funeral; CTO blocks of issues 3c on 5c issues for
Kansu 93 (SG 577a); 50c map of China with coloured flags
(SG 503) block of 16; Postage Due block of 4c, 80 mint and
imprint (SG D435); CTO blocks of issues of 3c on 5c for
Kiangsu 60 + 93 + 94, (SG 576); similar blocks for Kiangsi
of 16 (SG 579); similar blocks 75 + 48 + 52 + 75 + 45 + 75
for East Szechwan; similar blocks for Kiangsu 96 + 75 + 94
+ 75; similar blocks for Hunan 74 and Chekiang with red
O/P 50 + 75 + 30. All fine used, an extensive selection with
varieties noted on each sheet, high CV. (lot)
$500
Ex Michael Rogers in 1987.

3213
China, in a Harco Mint sheet file blocks of file sheets
containing issues with portrait of Dr. Sun Yat-sen and various
Martyrs of the Revolution, issues all fully described on each
sheet, 3c on 5c Kansu used 69 + 69 + 93 + 200; 200 MUH
(SG 577a); another 3c on 5c Hunan used 60 + 96 (SG 577);
3c on 5c Kiangsu 50 (SG 576); 3c on 5c Kiangsi 100 used
(SG 580c); another O/P in red of Chekiang block of 40 +
90 + used + 600 MUH (SG 580a); 20c on 13c in red of
Hupeh sheets of 200x2 MUH (SG 692b); 20c on 21c in red
Kweichow 225 MUH (SG 691g) MUH; Postage Due half
cent red O/P 'Dai Nippon' 50 MUH; Japanese Occupation
of Straits Settlements sheet of 100, 8c with O/P 'Dai Nippon'
(SG J151); Perak 100, of 2c on 5 c O/P 'Dai Nippon' (SG
J273); similar for Pahang 100, 6c on 5c (SG J270); similar
for Selangor 100, 2c on 5c (SG J289); similar 5c (SG J291);
7 roubles stamps in block of 25 from Russia, O/P diagonally
DOLLAR. MUH and used all as CTO, high CV. (100s)
$750

part

3217*
China, an extensive selection of Japanese Occupation
issues from China, Manchukuo and other areas held in a
self-sealing stock book, issues with O/P for Honan, Hopeh,
Shansi, Shantung, etc, usually as multiple sets with extras;
Nanking and Shanghai some as O/P new values,assorted
issues to Aug 9, 1945 Air raid O/P issues (SG 128-131) (6
sets); also a few China issues included as well as O/P for
Sinkiang; lot includes Mongolia and Russian issues, noted
M/S of 1941 Thrift Movement (2) (SG MS605 CV £200)
(one illustrated). Mostly mint/MUH. (many 100s)
$500

Ex Michael Rogers in 1987.
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3218
Christmas Island, collection housed in a hingeless Seven Seas
Album fitted with a slipcase, issues from 1952 - 1993 about
complete, missing issues from late 1975 to the beginning of
1978. All appear to be MUH. (approx 250)
$200

3223
Fiji, an accumulation of singles, sets, multiples and sheetlets
of decimal issues mostly of the 1980s, total face value $800
(Fiji). MUH. (100s)
$100

3219
Christmas Island, collection housed in a hingeless Seven Seas
Album fitted with a slipcase, issues from 1963 - 1992 about
complete with extras in folder, (FV stated as over $340). All
appear to be MUH. (approx 200)
$120

3224
France, Kanga spring back folder holding about 50
Hartberger pages of stamps, most issues described, noted prestamped letters from year 10 of Napoleon era (illustrated),
1836, 1841, 1848 (2), 1851, other covers including 1915
unused letter envelope c1915, various letter cards (8) WWI
period unused and a card for addressing c1870-1 balloon
mail; the rest of the collection, mostly used pictorials and
commems, but unsorted and mixed on the sheets 1950s to
2009, includes M/S, strips, blocks. Some mint but mostly
used. (100s)
$150

3225
France, large accumulation of issues from 1936-1960s,
some as blocks others singles stored in a large red-brown
stock book, contains a wide range of types including
commemoratives and definitives, some duplication, stated
CV £2800. Mint/MUH, some early issues with a few faults.
(100s)
$250

3220*
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, $5/65c 25th anniversary issue (SG
230 for type) unlisted with grey colour misplaced on air
mail Cocos cover but unused; together with Cook Islands
$2 QEII issue (SG 245A) O/P for Aitutaki as AJTUTAKI,
type not listed for overprint or misspelling, (SG -). Mint
and MUH. (2)
$100

3226
French Polynesia, an accumulation of MUH issues as sets,
all in packets described with some duplication, many as
colourful thematic sets, (stated CV £1062, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$200

3221
Cook Islands, a large assortment of MUH issues of thematic
sets including overprints and OHMS issues, all various
colourful sets, (stated CV £923, SG 2007). MUH. (approx
150)
$100

part

3227*
Germany, 1948 American Zone, local issue on 1 Dm 'Dove
of Peace' with overprint with one line of horns, issue of 18
June 1948, currency reform, (MiA1a1 CV 3600 Euros; SG
(cf.p54 lower values only listed, 1 Dm not listed). MUH
and rare.
$750

part

3222*
Fiji, an extensive collection housed on loose leaf leaves in a
cliplock album, includes, SG 10, 12 (illustrated CV £300),
33 - 35, 37, 39, 39a - 40a, 42 (faults), 43, 45 - 47, 50, 51,
53, 56 - 59a, 64 - 71. a range of issues 76 - 103, Edward VII
to 5/- (SG 113 illustrated, CV £160) etc., George V, about
complete with colour varieties etc., to Jubilee issues, noted
£1 (SG 137a, illustrated CV £300); George VI appears as
a complete set with perf and colour varieties, noted 2 1/2d
extra island, appears complete from 1953 - end of 1999.
includes M/S, etc. A few mint, mostly used. (100s)
$1,000

Has been expertised by Schlegel A BPP.

Ex C.R.Deane Collection. Several examples acquired from Mowbray.
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3232
Great Britain, George V, in a clip lock folder, issues of
1911-1936, from halfpenny to one shilling, described with
SG numbers on nine loose leaf album leaves, with various
wmks., almost all numbers SG 321 - 333, 334 - 343, 344
- 350 including 340a, 341a, 344a, 345a, 346a, 350a, 351
- 398 and varieties, 418 - 429, 439 - 449, silver Jubilee set
SG 453 - 456. All used, mostly well centred a few are scarce
varieties. (124)
$100

3228*
Germany, 1948 American Zone, local issue on 1 Dm
'numeral' with overprint with multiple horns, issue of 18
June 1948, currency reform, (MiA1X 11 CV 2800 Euros;
SG [cf.p54 lower values only listed, 1 Dm not listed]). Used
and rare.
$600

Ex C.R.Deane Collection most from H.M.Reed (Redlynch Qld in 20052008).

3233
Great Britain, Edward VIII - George VI, 1936-1952 housed
on album leaves in a clip lock folder, SG 457 - 460, 461
- 478b, 479 - 482 including wmk. varieties, SG 493 - 514,
together with Channel Islands 1948 pair; Postage Due
issues 1914 - 1952, SG D1 - D39. Mostly used, a few mint.
(120)
$50

Has been expertised by Schlegel A BPP.

3229
Great Britain, stock book containing QV 1d reds unsorted
but most with clear PO numbers with a sort by such numbers
from 1 to 545; (approx 250); also a few world stamps as
mostly early issues from Europe and a few used Australia;
lot also includes on sheets, various covers and emphemera,
notes pre-stamped covers QEII decimal and pre-decimal
(4), YMCA WWI Field PO and a selection of personal
Xmas cards c.1999-2000 from Alexander Downer, John
Anderson, House of Reps Clerk and post covers from the
President of the Australian Senate and the UK Black Rod.
Used. (approx 280)
$150

Ex C.R.Deane Collection.

3234
Great Britain, a specialist's collection of decimal Machins in
small Lighthouse album, identified as varnished, glossy, thin
band, CB, PCP, dextrin, GA, PVA, side band & more, 1/2p
to 50p (130), also inc 36 blocks of 6, numbered in margin
(1/2p to 15p). MUH. (340+)
$50

3235
Great Britain and some Australia, one large Vario classic
ring binders (GIGANT) and a Stanley Gibbons Major Cover
Album with slip cases holding covers, FDCs (approx 70), PO
packs (5), Players Cigarette card set (50) Kings and Queens
of England, and stamped cards (2) etc, mostly issues from
1984-2010. MUH and used. (approx 125)
$80

part

3230*
Great Britain, issues of 1873-1881, from halfpenny to one
shilling, described with SG numbers on Loose leaf album
leaves, with various wmks., of the issues of the following
SG numbers, 138 - 139, 142 - 144, 146 - 174, nos 151, 152
and 154 (illustrated). All used, mostly well centred, several
scarce. (35)
$200

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

3236
Great Britain, British Commonwealth and world issues, in
a large box, all generally MUH in blocks, singles and M/S
et, noticed GB QEII blocks of 114 of 1952-1954 series 1/2d
to 1/3 (CV £604); Switzerland part sheets of issues 1945,
Pro Pateia issues 1958, 1960; Brit. Commonwealth issues in
packets as sets and CV noted; noted M/S, a most interesting
accumulation of issues of the post WWII issues many as sets,
and some duplication, stated CV to be in excess of £6,000.
Mostly MUH. (1,000s)
$400

Ex C.R.Deane Collection mostly from H.M.Reed (Redlynch Qld in 20052008), some from Rex and Fair.

3231
Great Britain, used collection on hagner pages, includes
1840 1d black thick margins, black Maltese Cross cancelled,
modern issues; also small selection of New Zealand. Housed
in white ring binder, used. (100s)
$150
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3237*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II definitive collection housed in
a boxed superb Philatelic Album by Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
written up in the finest copperplate lettering with issues
from 1952-2010, includes 1952-4 set to 1/6 Tudor crown,
Coronation, St. Edwards crown set to £1 (SG 536-556);
then an extensive collection of Machin series 1967-1993
including the Regional issues of Scotland, Northern Ireland
and Wales; 2010 Festival of Stamps set. Stamps all appear
to be MUH, an exhibition presentation. (100s)
$300

part

3244*
Indonesia, Sumatra cover of revalues issues of NEI as
Repoeblik Indonesia 20 sen to 1 Roepiah, dated 17.4.476
at Madang (SG S1-2, S4, S7, S9-11) (illustrated); another
registered from Medan fixed with NEI issues of 20c, 25c,
35c, 40c with O/P Rep Indonesia, dated 20.7.46; cover with
40s on 2c purple block of 4, of Medan dated 24.7.46; other
covers (3) using NEI stamps with O/Ps T, on issues of 3c - 2
gulden , dated 7.6.46, others c.1945. Used. (10 covers)
$150

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

3238
Great Britain, FDC's, a small group, c1953-1979. Used.
(60)
$40

3245
Indonesia, stock book with large accumulation of 1950s1970s issues, some in blocks of 4, with value in thematic
sets (fish, flowers etc), (SG CV stated as £600+, with some
CTOS not counted). MUH. (220 sets, 7 sheetlets etc)
$100

3239*
Hong Kong, O/P 1841-1891 Jubilee, two cents carmine (SG
51, CV £475). Lightly hinged mint, gum toned.
$100

3246
Indonesia, presentation book of 37 pps. as a Souvenir of
the XV Congress of the UPU in Vienna 1964, includes Scott
numbers 506-584, 589-607, B135-B159, all glued down with
descriptions, together with a small group of covers (18) from
the Netherland East Indies and Indonesia 1940 - 2000 in
plastic packs retail priced (= $360). Mint and used. (lot)
$100

3240
Hong Kong, $10 M/S, on 1990 covers for the New Zealand
World Stamp Exhibition as FDC (6), several with different
cancellations, (SG 646 CV £420). Used. (6)
$100
3241
Hong Kong, an accumulation of MUH issues as sets and
M/S, all in packets described with some duplication, many
as colourful thematic sets, (stated CV £630, SG 2007).
MUH. (100s)
$150

The covers from Stanley Gibbons, (lot 463 for hammer $110); the
presentation book from a sale January 2008 (lot 2130 for hammer $85).

3247
Japan, a selection of issues on Hagners in a cliplock folder,
mostly as blocks or M/S, lot includes, Investure of crown
prince M/S (SG MS 698 CV £120); World Speed skating
1954 (SG 724) block of 10 and single, Visit of Emperor to
Manchukuo in 1935 as block of 4 (SG 276-9, CV £115);
National Park sets 1939, 3 sets of new Diet (SG 288-291, CV
£81); other sets etc (stated total CV as £600+). All appear
to be mostly MUH, a few mint. (lot)
$150

3242
India, military covers, censored covers, several RAF covers,
an interesting assortment. Mostly fair condition. (150)
$100
3243
Indonesia, under Japanese Occupation of the Netherland
East Indies, issues on stock cards as assorted issues unused
and used, includes special issues for Java and Sumatra,
various selections as (SG 1-26) together with 1942 and
1944 O/Ps of T and anchor types on NEI issues and O/Ps
of 'Repoeblik Indonesia' on Japanese issues for NEI; lot
also includes Malaya under Japanese Occupation imperf
sets to 70 sen of (SG 297-298, 300-306) and imperf pairs of
Ploughman 1944 set (SG J309-J310); together with sheets of
MUH of Japan 1 sen (100), 5 sen (180). 50 sen (100), (SG
391, 396). MUH, unused and used. (102)
$150

3248
Japan, stock book from ex dealer of issues with much
duplication, mostly post WWII to 1960, mostly better issues,
noted block of 4 of 'girl playing glass flute' (SG 746), 11
pairs as blocks of 1955 10th anniv. athletic meet (SG 7445); Mt Manaslu (SG 760) (37) mostly as blocks of 8; 1957
Philatelic week (25), (CV £1200). MUH only a very few
mint. (100s)
$200
443

3249
Japan, postcards produced in Japan c.1927, fixed with
stamps 1 1/2 sen stamps SG 154, 130b (2); cards with
headhunters of Formosa, Taipeh on river Formosa, rubber
trees; unused colour postcards from WWII portray surrender
of Singapore, Japanese bombing of Hawaii, troops attacking,
each fixed with an impression of 2 sen samari, another
document in Japanese; 1942 Surrender of Singpaore stamps
of 1942 SG 385-6, portraying General Nogi and Admiral
Togo. Used. (9)
$50

3255
Korea (North), stock book with large accumulation of
thematic assemblage of issues many in blocks of 4, including
Princess Diana. transport, nature etc., (SG CV stated as
£600+, with some CTOS not counted). MUH. (264, 75
M/S)
$100
3256
Luxembourg, 1870s-1980s accumulation on 3 Hagner
sheets, mostly very fine used with odd mint, many have very
high old CV values marked with the sets inc 1875 ($30),
1882 (set 12) ($175), 1882 officials ($50), 1891-3 ($60),
1921 ($35), 1923 o/print ($50), 1936 ($40), 1930 ($37),
1931 ($75) & more, total prices shown on Hagners is $600+.
Mint and used. (130)
$80

3250
Japanese Occpation issues, with much duplication in a small
stock book, issues on Straits Settlements KGVI issues with
'Dai Nippon/ 2502/ Malaya' 1c - 8c and with 8c - 40c with
'Japanese Postal Service' O/P; Mint and used a few as pairs
and blocks with the 'Dai Nippon..or 'Japanese Postal Service'
O/Ps, from Pahang, Negri Sembilan, Perak, Selangor (some
as new value surcharges); Java issues (SG 1-4) mint sets (2),
1943 issues (SG 7, 9-11); 3 sets of Burma 'farmer' 1c - 30c
with extras (J73-81); (J85-J87 rouletted), other 1943 part
sets (SG J88-J97), (J105-J111) and a quantity of issues for
the Japanese Occupation of the Philippines. Mostly mint,
some with tone. (approx 150)
$100

3257
Macau, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as M/S,
or stamp strips, some duplication, original cost 1700 pts =
$280 Aust. MUH. (100s)
$100
3258
Malaysia, Post card and covers (8) used under Japanese
Occupation, includes cover fixed with differeent issues of
1942 - 1944, noted Rice planting pair (SG J309-310), most
with special postmarks; lot includes Japanese Occupation
notes from Malaya to $1000, Philippines to 500 Pesos, NEI
to 10 roepiah (34) with some duplication. Notes very fine
- extremely fine. (42)
$150

3251
Japan and Japanese occupation of Indonesia, various issues
on Hagner sheets, noted Japan mint and used (148), (SG
541, 545, 529 [2]), includes telegraphs and oddments and
Japanese Occupation issues mostly MUH (48) and issues
from Burma under Japan some in blocks of 6 and pairs
these mostly MUH, noted sets 1943 to 2 rupees (2 sets) (SG
J88-J97), blocks of 6 of selected issues noted 1 and 2 rupees,
also (2) sets of O/P issue of 1944 (SG J105-111); blocks of 4
used of (SG J82-84, CV £180) and extras; similar as imperf.
blocks of 4 and pairs (unlisted). singles (6) (SG J72) some
imperf.; 1943 sets (44) with shades and part sets in multiples
(SG J73-J81). Mint, MUH and used. (approx 200)
$150

Ex Christies-Robson Lowe 7 September 1988 (lot 895).

3259
Malaysia, Post cards and covers under Japanese Occupation,
includes cover fixed with issues of 1942, 1c to $1.50, some
with O/Ps on Selangor (SG J297-J305, J202, H295-296),
others as post cards (3), one with Fiscal stamps attached,
Burma, covers dated Rangoon 17 Mar 1943 (3) with farmer
type set of 4 (2), (SG J73-J75, J77); one with (SG 75, J77);
various unused postcards with King obliterated (4), others
with Japanese manufacture (4); large cover fixed with
Japanese stamps 1 sen to 1 yen, post mark 1st Anniversary of
fall of Singapore as a FDC; together with bank receipt book
of deposits Boekoe Simpanan Pos. Unused and used. (18)
$150

The Burma portion ex Christie's Robson Lowe, July 25, 1989 (lot 669).

3252
Japanese Occupation of the Philippines, cover collection
housed in a blue double folder for Covers stored in a blue
slip case; a few are postcards (some unused), most issues
c.1943-1944, covers seem to be of issues from SG J1-JO47.
Used. (80 covers)
$100

Ex Christies-Robson Lowe 7 September 1988 (lot 902) for 8 of the
covers.

3253
Jersey, Guernsey, and Isle of Man, accumulation of issues,
includes booklets, M/S, etc, (FV £175). MUH. (100s)
$60

3260
Maldives Island, collection on large Hagner sheets, (CV
£450). MUH. (100s)
$100

3254
Labuan, a dealer's extensive stock on storage sheets in folder,
with issues of Queen Victoria (122) with some duplication,
includes O/P, some varieties noted are wmk inverted, no
dot variety and different wmks a few mint, many as CTO;
and issues 1894-1904, these of North Borneo surcharged
Labuan, many with O/P for new values or 1896 Jubilee,
(approx 250) with much duplication. Mint, used and CTO.
(approx 370)
$500

3261
Monaco, bulk, 1956 Prince Rainier/Grace Kelly sets
including 15 sets to 100fr in one envelope (CV £81) plus
qty of full sheets of 25 & part sheets in bag inc 1, 2, 3, 5 &
15fr with up to 200 or more of each value, very high CV,
also inc 1956 FDC with 5 issues on cover & 1973 Red Cross
m/s, (CV £23). MUH, used. (1,000+)
$50
444

3262
Montserrat, collection on leaves and a part on a Hagner
sheet, includes 1932 set to 5/-, (SG 84-93), MVLH; KGVI set
to £1 1938-1948 including perf variations (SG 101-112) (26),
1951 set (SG 123-135), QEII set 1953-1962 to $4.80, (SG
136a-149a) with colour varieties, includes Commem issues
from 1951, and other def. O/P, etc to 1971. Mint. (196)
$200

3267
New Guinea, 1939 set to 2/- 'Air Mail Postage' (SG 212222), MUH or trace of hinge; Gilbert and Ellice Islands set
KGVI 1939 complete, Victory and Royal silver wedding
(SG 43-58) MUH, these all on Hagner sheets; togerther
with sheets od 40 of PNG 5, 10 and 20c of the Third South
Pacific Games (SG 156-158); PNG 1975 Collectors pack and
Cocos (Keeling) Islands pack 1969 decimal currency set (SG
8-19). Mostly MUH. (lot)
$80

Ex Status International, June 27, 2008 (lot 2944 for the first set), others
from a H.R. Harmer Auction Sale (lot 363).

3263
Netherlands East Indies, (Indonesia) under Japanese
Occupation, together as a collection of covers (41) all
described, mostly of Sumatra def. set to 1 rupiah (SG 15-26)
to Medan 16.4.1945, 27.3.1945, 18.12.1944 and another
29.4.1945, others similar (5); another (4) covers with blocks
of 4 of each to Medan dated 8.12.1944 (2), 13.3.1945,
29.4.1945 and 13.3.1945 etc; other covers with pairs dated
17.4.1945; others (7); Medan cover 13.3.1943; a cover with
30c air from NEI and 4 x 2 sen red Japan, 8.12,1943; another
with Rep. Indonesia on various issue to Pemantang Similar
17.12.1945 with 13 different issues on NEI etc others with
pairs of stamps; stamped cards for NEI (SG 62B) etc (3), card
fixed with 35c NEI (SG 46B); together with freight letters
and receipts (7). Mostly very fine, and as contrived covers
for collectors. (48)
$250

3268
New Zealand, 1940 Centennial 1/2d sheet, O/P Official, SG
O141 (CV £210) (70); QEII 2 1/2d on 3d large block of (80)
SG 808; United States, large part sheet of 3c 1935 issue of
Boulder Dam (50); Australia, 1/2d kangaroo imprint blocks
'by auhority' no wmk. (5), with wmk. (1), total (6), (SG 79,
228); 5c on 4c booklets blocks of 4 (4), (SG 414); together
with a few used world packet lots and 3c QEII Australia
large used blocks (23). MUH and used. (lot)
$50
3269
New Zealand, in (2) Prinz and Lighthouse stockbooks;
containing MUH pre-decimal blocks or part sheets etc of
issues Otago cent., peace, and some health and Xmas issues;
a similar lot of M/S of pre-decimal with duplication to 1966
and a similar selection of decimal and other oddment issues
to c.2008. MUH. (100s)
$120

Ex Bournemouth Stamp Auctions 3rd Nov. 1988 (lot 879).

3264
Netherlands East Indies, under Japanese Occupation,
collection of issues on loose leaf sheets and Hagner sheets,
includes Japanese Naval Control area issues with anchor
O/P mint some scarce, used selection with Sumatra O/P,
issues of Atjeh star O/Ps, red O/Ps for Sumatra and Timor;
Azadhind set (9) Cinderallas; selection of issues O/P Rep.
Indonesia; noted 1943 (SG 1-4) mint, Savings Campaign (SG
5-6 CV £120), others (SG 7-26, 152-162); other O/P issues
from Makassar, Bali, Lombok, Pontianak, South Celebes,
Banka and Billiton, Lampong, Palembang, Sumatra, Barat
(West Coast), most stamps described with JSCA numbers,
etc. MUH, mint and used, a most interesting accumulation.
(100s)
$150

3270
New Zealand, collection house in cliplock folder of issues
mostly as blocks of 4 some larger (MUH) of period 19741981, 1981 wedding 20c block of 24 + 6; Great Britain, post
office packs and FDCs and SG Arch Cover and other cover
albums c.1950s-1970s (3) and loose packs; Royal Wedding
British Commonbwealth sets in small official folder; US mint/
MUH stamps post WWII in a plastic bag, some sticking to
each other; China and Hong Kong folders and packs 19951998 (6). Mint - MUH. (100s)
$100
3271
Norfolk Island, accumulation of mixed issues a few blocks,
mostly as singles issues as mostly of the 1970s-1980s a
few later, (stated FV of over $600); together with issues of
Christmas and the Cocos/Keeling Islands, (stated FV $300).
MUH. (100s)
$200

Ex Philatelic Association of Australia (lot 1448)

3265
New Hebrides and Vanuatu, stock book with large collection
of issues including orchids, definitives, WWF in pairs, a
range of others including some older sets (these with CV
£150 older issues). MUH, mint and used. (43 sets, 6 M/S,
4 sheets etc)
$100

3272
Norfolk Island, collection housed in a hingeless Seven Seas
Album fitted with a slipcase, issues from 1964 - 1995 about
complete with a few extra and post 1995 present, lot includes
extras in folder, (FV stated as over $530). All appear to be
MUH. (approx 300)
$150

3266
New Zealand, a collection of almost all MU in a Lighthouse
stock book, includes pre-decimal 1953 QEII to 10/-, 1931
airs, 1947 and 1954 Officials, many issues, sheetlets and
M/S from 1960 - 1997, some booklets, also some Ross
Dependency; another a cliplock stockbook with issues of
Penryhn Island of mint earlies from SG 1 - 37 (original early
CV £300); Tokelau Islands some issues from 1948-1996,
New Zealand to 1995 with selected Healths from 1934,
Niue, Aitutaki, a few Cocos (Keeling) Islands etc. All with
high FV, mostly MUH. (100s)
$300

3273
Norfolk Island, quantity in a stock book, contains earlier
issues including Ball Bay mint and used, later values to
10/- CTO, 5/- bridge both types. maps. MUH and used.
(approx 200)
$60
445

3274
Nyasaland Protectorate, collection on Hagner sheets,
Edward VII (9), including 2/6, and 4/-, KGV set to £1, 10/a specimen, set with several pairs, (24) (SG 83-99), second
series to 10/- (18) with extras (SG 100-113); 1934 series (SG
114-122) (9); silver Jubilee set; KGVI set to £1 with extras
(20), SG 130-143, 1945 set SG 144 - 157, (17) others silver
wedding, UPU, Protectorate Jubilee and Postage Dues (high
CV) and a Rhodesia and Nyasaland Airways air mail cover
of first flight; East Africa and Uganda, 4 cents on 6 cents
scarlet varieties, bars omitted MUH and used, (SG 64a),
others with surcharges in various positions (11) as multiples.
MUH and mint, several with hinge remains, a few with rust
faults. (126)
$250

3281*
Togo, 1914, 5 pfennig green overprinted Anglo-French
Occupation, in block of four, two unhinged. Mint. (1
block)
$80

Ex Stanley Gibbons Australia, April 28, 2007 (lot 543, 545 both for
$620).

3275
Papua, various blocks, including blocks of 4, 2/6 rosecarmine (SG 91) toned gum; similar 6d (SG 89); pair 1/- (SG
90); block of 4, 3d Air Mail O/P (SG 118); NWPI, KGV 5d,
block of 4, (SG 72); 1/2d block of 6 (SG 65a). All appear
MUH. (24)
$80

3282
Vietnam, a range of issues some as blocks with much
duplication claimed CV £685 (SG 2007). MUH. (approx
50)
$100
3283
Wallis and Futuna Islands, an accumulation of MUH issues
as sets, all in packets described with some duplication, many
as colourful thematic sets, (stated CV £650, SG 2007). MUH.
(approx 150)
$120

3276
Papua New Guinea, a wide range of recent issues, including
M/S, sheetlets etc, much duplication, stated FV 1550 Kina,
($520 Aust). Appears MUH. (100s)
$120
3277
Papua New Guinea, in a large envelope box, year set packs
(21), ie 1977, 1978 (4), 1980 (5), 1981 (10), 1982, PO packs
(150), modern booklets (30) all with some duplication.
MUH. (201)
$100
3278
Rhodesia and Zimbabwe, collection housed in a cliplock
stamp folder with 22 Hagner sheets, various sets of Rhodesia
from 1966, noted 1966 set to £1 (2 sets), 1970 set to $2;
other sets and Zimbabwe issues to c.1996, (CV stated as
£460). All appear to be MUH. (approx 300)
$120

part

3284*
USA, 1857, Toppan, Carpenter & Co issues, stamps on a
Scott Album leaf, perf 15; 1 cent (4), 3 cents (2), ten cents
(3), twelve cents, 24 cents, 30 cents, SG 26 - 42, Scott 22-24
(extra 23), 25, 26, 31, 32, 35 - 38; 36 38 (three illustrated).
Generally fine used. (12)
$700

3279
South West Africa, stock book with large accumulation
of issues from 1970s - 1980s, assemblage of issues many
in blocks of 4, and sheetlets of 10, including local history,
nature and culture issues etc. MUH. (350 sets)
$100

Ex C.R.Deane Collection, several from Stamp Mart USA, Scott 22-24,
cost $294US, 1999-2004, Scott 31, 32, 37 from Campbell USA $825US
5.8.2006.

3285
USA, 1885 - 1971 Special Delivery Stamps, complete from
1885 (23); Air Post Special Delivery Stamps (2); Registration
Stamp, Certified Mail Stamp 1955, Special Handling (5);
1879 - 1985 various issues (59), complete from 1930; Parcel
Post complete (12), Parcel Post Postage Due (5). Used, many
fine used. (108)
$50

3280
Swaziland, collection in an Ideal cliplock album, of issues
from 1963 - 2000, includes M/S, sheetlets etc a comprehensive
selection on Hagner sheets, (CV £445). MUH, a few CTO.
(100s)
$80

Ex C.R.Deane Collection.

446

3286
World, a large box of issues, some in sheets, sheetlets, M/S
and a few booklets, includes mostly quantities of Fiji, India,
Vatican, Great Britain, but also many from Norfolk Island,
PNG, Samoa, Pitcairn Islands, Singapore, Nepal, USA,
Italy, Thailand, UAR, Cambodia, Iran, Burma, Tunisia,
Philippines, Greece etc., with a scattering of a few other
countries, mostly from the 1960s-1980s. All appear to be
MUH. (1000s)
$500

3292
World, a large assortment of MUH issues including
Singapore, Thailand, Pacific Islands, an accumulation of
various colourful sets, (stated CV £1,000, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$200
3293
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including Faroe Islands, PNG, West Indies Islands, Pacific
Islands (Solomon Islands), Cuba, Malagasy etc an extensive
accumulation of various colourful sets, from dozens of
different countries (stated CV £950, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$180

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

3287
World, assorted issues in albums and on Hagner sheets noted
used Rhodesia & Nyasaland QEII 1954 set to £1 and some
additional blocks, short set used to 10d of KGV Southern
Rhodesia and later issues; India, South Africa and Hong
Kong, Edward VIII selected blocks of 35 from Morocco
Agencies and Tangier; Egypt large blocks of Commens
c.1936, 1937 etc; an extensive range of MUH issues from
Spain 1965-1990, sets, pictorials all in a cliplock folder of
Hagners with M/S etc; an old Triumph Stamp Album with
issues to 1940 with useful pickings mostly used, some mint;
other stock books (4); A Movaleaf spring back stamp album
issues to early 1960s; a large clip-lock folder of world with
1000s within; empty stock books (2); large unused stamp
album for Republic of China by N.C. Yang, Hong Kong;
loose world stamps in 'Gem of the East' wooden box and
a large quantity in packets, mostly off paper. MUH, mint
and used. (1000s)
$200

3294
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including many Malta, Jersey, Ireland, Cuba, Norfolk Island,
Monaco, etc, an extensive accumulation of various colourful
thematic sets from many different countries (stated CV £900,
SG 2007). MUH. (100s)
$180
3295
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including many Singapore, French Polynesia, several British
Colonial islands in the Pacific, etc, an extensive accumulation
of various colourful thematic sets from many different
countries (stated CV £900, SG 2007). MUH. (100s)
$180

3288
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including many Fiji, Cook Islands and other Pacific Islands,
etc an extensive accumulation of various colourful thematic
sets from many diffeent countries (stated CV £1100, SG
2007). MUH. (100s)
$200

3296
World, An interesting accumulation in three large spring
back albums (The Philatelic, the Favourite Philatelic Album
and Eskine) of world stamps arranged alphabetically strong
in India, NZ etc; another cliplock folders with about 50
Hagner sheets containing Sweden (including booklets) and
other Scandinavian countries together with Germany and
US issues, noted a 1892 Columbus set to 15c mint, another
stock book, used stamps in wooden boxes and loose, many
pickings. Mint and used, a few MUH. (100s)
$150

3289
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including New Zealand, Jersey, Guine-Bissau, Marshall
Islands, DDR, Ireland etc, an extensive accumulation of
various colourful sets, from dozens of different countries
(stated CV £1000, SG 2007). MUH. (100s)
$200

3297
World, a wide range, including much British Commonwealth
in cellophane envelopes, noted Faroe Islands, PNG, Fiji,
New Hebrides, stated 2007 SG (CV £1,400). Appears
MUH. (100s)
$150

3290
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including Pitcairn Islands, Gambia, Gibraltar, Marshall
Islands, West Indies Islands, Pacific Islands, extensive
accumulation of various colourful sets, from dozens of
different countries (stated CV £1000, SG 2007). MUH.
(1,00s)
$200

3298
World, various issues in assorted (22) stock books, albums,
and folders etc, includes a wide range of types and quality.
Mostly used. (100s)
$120

3291
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including Pitcairn Island, Tonga, Niue, Penyrhn, Italy,
New Zealand, Brazil, Falkland Islands, etc, an extensive
accumulation of various colourful sets, from dozens of
different countries (stated CV £1,000, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$200

3299
World, an accumulation including, Australia, FDCs, mint
sheets, half sheet, Post Office packs with a FV approx $170,
all stored in thirty stock books and albums. Very mixed
condition, (sold as is), used, mint. (100s)
$120
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3300
World, collection of M/S housed in a green KA/BE stock
book varied lot includes Thailand, Pacific Islands, a few
from Hong Kong, Jersey, British West Indies islands and
other countries (claimed CV £770, 2007 SG). All appear to
be MUH. (approx 100)
$120

3307
World, thematic album 'The Great Art Stamps of the World'
(Franklin Mint), Moscow Olympic album in slip-case, boxed
set of International Olympic Committee, these all first day
covers, loose FDCs, including Disney Series. All in a carton,
FU - mint. (100s)
$100

3301
World, in a large suitcase, an extensive range of used stamps
on and off paper, sorted by country in envelopes in three
large shoe boxes, together with large blocks and singles many
from Fiji, India and the remainder mostly Australia with a
scattering of other countries, noted a few useful pickings.
Used. (1000s)
$120

3308
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including many Monaco, Lesotho, French Polenesia, Tristan
da Cunha, Tanzania, etc an extensive umulation of various
colourful sets, from dozens of different countries (stated CV
£500, SG 2007). MUH. (100s)
$100
3309
World, an accumulation, in thirteen stock books, albums,
includes Australia, Post Office year book 1994, stamp sheets,
part sheets, decimal issues (FV $120); lot also includes some
world banknotes. Used, MUH. (100s)
$100

Ex Dr. V.J.A. Flynn Collection.

3302
World, A-Z, mainly used range on plain pages in six black
spring back binders, most countries represented. Used,
mint. (100s)
$100

3310
World, in three plastic display books, including PO packs,
FDCs booklets, aerogrammes, pre-stamped envelopes, to
1970-1990; collections in quantities of Germany, USA with
useful pickings noted a Swarts City Dispatch Post, New York,
NY 1c red with Washington portrait, 1847 (Scott 136L9),
1953 coronation, and other issues from various countries.
Mint and used. (100s)
$100

3303
World, collections and stock books from selected countries,
includes Ghana, 1957-1963 mostly used; South West Africa
and South Africa stock book of issues mostly used; another
stock book with Hagner sheets, includes Burma mint under
Japanese Occupation sets, blocks of joined pairs of triangular
stamps from Tchad 50c and 1 Fr. in large blocks, M/S and
singles from various countries including large blocks from
the UN c.1965, assorted world covers mostly related to
Royalty, Jubilees, tours mostly c.1977 (approx 40). Mint
- MUH and used. (lot)
$100

3311
World, in a large box, assorted albums of mostly used, also
a cliplock folder of Hagners of Australia etc., all albums of
varying quality and type (9), one album includes National
Types of Beauty cigarette cards set of 50 (Major Drapkin
branch of UK tobacco); stamp lots laid up on album leaves,
noted a few M/S as CTO, quantity of stamps on paper mostly
Australia. Used. (100s)
$60

3304
World, stamps, FDSCs, PNCs, Post Office packs, includes
some Australia, PNCs, larger PO issues of Australia
Remembers, Weary Dunlop, 1995; Bradman, 1997; Annual
Collection, 1982; Great Britain Kings & Queens of Great
Britain, stamp series two issues only, King Edward the Martyr
to Queen Elizath II; also Royal Wedding, 1981; Dominica,
Hong Kong, Kiribati, PNG, Philippines and USA. Used,
MUH. (100s)
$100
3305
World thematic collections, in a large box, including Chinese
stock books with stamps on birds, butterflies, trains, flowers
(2), hands (including athletic), together with similar stock
books of Germany early 19th century used (duplication),
another with Coronation 1937, 1953, Royal Visits, Silver
wedding (low values only), British Commonwealth short
sets and world M/S; noticed a few China Sino-Soviet Treaty
issues, 1952 gymnastics MUH and other world. MUH, mint
and used. (100s)
$120
3306
World, a large thematic assortment of MUH issues mostly as
M/S, stored in a blue stock book, including Sweden Elvis M/S,
birds fish and animal themes, also Royalty, etc, accumulation
of various colourful M/S, from dozens of different countries
(stated CV £450, SG 2007). MUH. (lot)
$100

part

3312*
World, covers an accumulation, including WWII issues
from obscure countries, including Madagascar, Hungary,
Egypt (illustrated) registered to India, India, includes FDCs
from India some in folders (3) and Australia. Used. (several
100)
$200
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3313
World, in a large plastic carton, an extensive range of covers,
also includes quantities of unused pre-stamped Australian
envelopes, a few postcards but many world covers many
from Italy, Vatican, Spain c.1950-1960s, others from Algeria,
France, Fiji, Great Britain and India, etc., a large quantity are
Australian issues, with a few early pre-decimal, but most are
from the 1980s, however some useful and unusual covers.
Used. (100s)
$120
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

3318*
The Bank of Australasia, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 2nd June 1931, 919275, imprint of Perkins,
Bacon & Co Ld, London (P.S131; Clifford B811i). Good
body, flattened of centre fold, good extremely fine and rare,
especially in this condition.
$3,500

3314
World, a large assortment of booklets (120), including Great
Britain, Israel, Europe (15), Jersey, Guernsey, etc. MUH.
(120 booklets)
$100

3315
World, booklets, strong in British Commonwealth, stored
in a self sealed envelopes box, some duplication but a wide
range strong in issues c1980 but also some earlier. MUH.
(210 booklets)
$80

3316
World, an accumulation of booklets many from PNG, and
British Commonwealth, a few foreign including Greenland,
Czech Republic etc. MUH. (approx 100)
$80

3319*
The Bank of Australasia, uniform issue, one pound,
Wellington, 1st July 1931, A/A 439805, imprint of Perkins,
Bacon & Co. London (P.S132; Clifford B821j). Tone spots
on back, otherwise good fine and rare.
$1,200

NEW ZEALAND BANKNOTES

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3317*
The Bank of Australasia, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 2nd June 1930, 899231, imprint of Perkins,
Bacon & Co Ld, London (P.S131; Clifford 811h). Folds,
creases and small hole at centre, original body, nearly very
fine.
$1,750

3320*
Bank of New South Wales, fourth issue, ten shillings, without
'Sterling', Wellington, 1st August 1933, A 819649, imprint
of Charles Skipper and East Ltd, London (P.S161; Clifford
811j). Minor toning spots at edge, otherwise good very fine
and very scarce, especially in this condition.
$2,750

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78B (lot 3133), W.H.Lampard Collection
(private purchase from Tony Grant) and Warren Palmer Collection.
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3324*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1929, No. C 057,367, straight
bank name, £1/2 omitted from corners, imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co Ld, New Malden, Surrey (P.S232a; Clifford
D911d). Creases and folds, original body, nearly very fine.
$1,000

3321*
Bank of New Zealand, sixth issue, one pound, Wellington,
1st February 1915, No. E 720787, imprint of Bradbury,
Wilkinson & Co, Engravers & c., London, booklet issue
(P.S212; Clifford D721c). Pin hole in right margin, ink
smudge on back, otherwise fine.
$2,000

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 3830) and Warren Palmer Collection.

3325*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, one pound, Wellington
1st day of October 1931, I 136,987, straight bank name,
imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Lt, New Maldon,
Surrey (P.S234a; Clifford D921f). Nearly fine.
$400

3322*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1917, No. 908596, imprint of
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, London (P.S223a; Clifford
D711b). Quarter folds, otherwise extremely fine and very
rare in this condition.
$4,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 81 (lot 2617) and Warren Palmer Collection.

3326*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, one pound, Wellington
1st October 1932, I 636,812, straight bank name, imprint
of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New Malden, Surrey
(P.S234b; Clifford D921g). Small tears in margins, otherwise
nearly fine.
$800

3323*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1917, No. 785042, imprint of
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, London (P.S223a; Clifford
D711b). Very good.
$750

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
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3327*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, five pounds,
Wellington, 1st October 1929, arched bank name, No. A
208,884, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New
Malden, Surrey (P.S235; Clifford D841g). Many folds and
creases, nearly fine and scarce.
$1,500

3330*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, one
pound, Wellington, 1st March 1905, 3/N 718377, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Ld. London (P.S362b; Clifford N521a).
Many minor creases and folds, otherwise fine and very
rare.
$2,000

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Noble Numimatics Sale 78B (lot 3160), W.H.Lampard Collection (private
purchase from Peter Eccles, Auckland) and Warren Palmer Collection.

3328*
The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue,
one pound, Wellington, 1st June 1928, No. A 482690,
imprint of Waterlow & Sons Limited, London Wall, London
E.C. (P.S282; Clifford H821d). Glue marks top corners on
back, otherwise nearly fine and very rare.
$2,250

3331*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue, five
pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, 4/N 44550, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Limited, London (P.S373; Clifford
N841). Repaired tear in right margin, otherwise nearly fine
and rare.
$2,000

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 3089) and Warren Palmer Collection.

3329*
The National Bank of New Zealand Limited, uniform issue,
one pound, Wellington, 1st August 1930, H 305976, imprint
of Perkins, Bacon & Co Ld., London (P.S317; Clifford
K821g). Crisp original body, nearly extremely fine and rare,
especially in this condition.
$2,000
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
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3332*
Union Bank of Australia, Wellington, New Zealand, bill of
exchange no.1101, dated 28 January 1875, for two thousand
five hundred pounds due 31 May and payable to Sir Donald
McLean, with impressed New Zealand duty stamp for one
pound ten shillings and with affixed New Zealand duty
stamp of twenty shillings written on this is the issue date
28/1/75, also with Union Bank of Australia Wellington,
NZ stamp with entered no.3638(3 crossed out)4, endorsed
vertically across centre, (printed) 'Accepted payable at'
(written) 'The Union Bank of Australia Wellington' and
signed personally by Donald McLean, also signed on back by
the issuing signatories at the front and these back signatures
ruled through. Folds and pin holes at left corner, as usual,
otherwise good very fine.
$700

3335*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August
1934, one pound, 5C 065428 (P.155). Creases and folds,
good fine.
$150
3336
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August
1934, one pound, 5C 702352, 7A 211309, 7C 867024, 9A
572044, 9A 974311 and 12B 951604 (P.155). Very good
or better. (6)
$300
3337
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 1K 592543 (P.156). Good fine.
$200

Donald McLean was a significant figure in New Zealand's colonial history.
He was a wealthy businessman-landholder as can be evidenced by the above
draft which equates to about one million dollars in today's currency. When
he died his estate was valued at over one hundred thousand dollars, or in
today's terms about forty million dollars. He was appointed personally by
the New Zealand Governor Sir George Grey to direct and oversee land
purchases and negotiations with the Maori iwi.
With research comprising a detailed history of Sir Donald McLean 18201877.

3333
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
ten shillings, Y 216465, 6Z 066445, 6Z 317449 (P.154).
Very good - fine. (3)
$250

3338*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 2K 590960 (P.156). Good fine.
$150
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3334*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
ten shillings, 5Z 010822 (P.154). Folds and creases, minor
tone spotting on back, fine.
$200

3339*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 3K 348768 (P.156). Fine.
$200
3340
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 4K 235269 (P.156). Flattened, fine.
$200
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3341*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 4K 775553 (P.156). Creases and folds, good
fine.
$250

3345*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), one
pound, number over letter, 0/K 050567 (P.169b; Robb
R.225). Three heavy vertical folds, very fine and very rare.
$12,500

3342
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55),
one pound, prefixes A/51, B/47, G/0, K/47, L/54 (P.159a);
R.N.Fleming (1956-67), 067 (P.159c), 110, 117, 145, 162,
168, 177, 185, 209, 220, 223, 224, 226, 235, 243, 259,
266 (2), 273, 299 (P.159d). Very good - nearly uncirculated.
(25)
$250

This note, new to the market, surfaced recently in the USA, probably having
been souvenired on a trip to New Zealand in the 1950s.
See details of the issue in the previous lot.

3343
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-1955),
five pounds, prefixes 0/R, 1/R, 7/S, 7/W, 7/X, 9/X; G.Wilson
(1955-1956), 2/W (P.160b); R.N.Fleming (1956-1967), B2,
C1 (P.160c), Y2, Y3, Y4, 11C (P.160d), ten pounds, 9F (last
prefix of type) (P.161c), AH, AS (P.161d). Fine - good very
fine. (16)
$450
3346*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), five
pounds, 7/W 686614 (P.160b). Flattened, good extremely
fine.
$200

3344*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), one
pound, number over letter, 0/K 274445 (P.169b; Robb
R.225). Good body to paper, pin hole in left bottom margin,
minor stain, very fine or better and very rare.
$12,500
3347*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1955-1956)
ten shillings, 0L 090227 (P.158c) first prefix. Nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$600

Robb states that the prefix was issued in error and that the correct prefix
should have been K/0 (letter over number). He estimates that approximately
300,000 were printed around 1955. Robb also notes that the prefix run is
'the end of a sub type, as well as the mintage figure, has created the rarest
Reserve Bank note'.
In 1998 Robb records that only 7 notes were known. In 2018 Scott de
Young has 11 notes recorded, one being unconfirmed (may be a duplication
with a one digit difference in serial number), this includes the note in the
next lot. Therefore 10 confirmed. It is interesting that only a further three
notes have surfaced in the past 20 years. There are also two proof and three
specimens in existence.

3348
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
shillings, prefixes 2S, 3A, 3E, 3L, 4E, 4J, 5B, 7A, 8H, 8S,
8Y, 9A (P.158d). Very good - very fine. (12)
$120
453

3353*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), one
dollar, 5J 1000000 (P.163b). Virtually uncirculated and a
very rare one million serial number.
$2,000

3349*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
shillings, 8H 1000000 (P.158d). Folds and creases, original
paper, two 1cm tears in bottom margin, otherwise nearly very
fine and a very rare one million serial number, especially as
a pre-decimal issue.
$1,250

3350
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67),
five pounds, 10L 863901 (P.160d); ten pounds, AH 387732
(P.161d); D.T.Brash (1989-91), five dollars, type 1, JJH
610990, JJJ 435623 (P.171c) (2), (1989-92), ten dollars,
type 1, NYJ 726659, (1992-93), five dollars, type II, AR
117995 (P.177a); Scotland, British Linen Bank, one pound,
23 June 1941, K/1 205734 (P.157b), Commercial Bank of
Scotland, one pound, 22 June 1938, J/24 015386 P.S331a).
The second with heavy foxing spots, otherwise very good
- extremely fine. (8)
$100

3354*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-1975),
one dollar star replacement note, Y90 172136* (P.163b).
Good very fine.
$200

3351
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68)
to D.T.Brash (1994-99), one dollars, IK (P.163a), K04
(P.163b), E23 (2) and H10 (P.163c) (3), H21, S20 080000,
Y92* (P.163d) (3), AFK and AFL (P.169a) (2), AGW (first
prefix) and AJN (P.169b) (2), AMT, ANJ, ANK, ANL (3),
ANM, ANN, ANP, ANR, ANS (last prefix) (P.169c) (11);
two dollars, 0H0 and 1A3 (P.164b) (2), EFJ (P.170a), EJK,
EKW, ELT (5) (P.170b) (7), ENH, ENY (3, consecutive
trio) (P.170c) (4); five dollars, 029 and 038 (P.165b) (2),
JBM (P.171a), JA* (P.171b) (4, including consecutive trio),
AH (P.177a); ten dollars, K8 (P.166b), 18L (P.166c), 99C*
(P.166d), NJR (first prefix), NMM (2, consecutive pair),
NTN, NTP, NVZ (P.172b) (6), AAA (P.176) (5, all ending
in 828), RXX (P.CS176); twenty dollars, BE, YJ* (P.167c, d
(2)) (3), AA (P.179a, first prefix) and DF (P.183). Very fine
- uncirculated. (66)
$750

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3355*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), two
dollars star replacement note, 9Y0 748649* (P.164b).
Uncirculated.
$600

3352*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68), one
hundred dollars, G 129703 (P.168a). Washed and flattened,
still with much crispness, extremely fine.
$450
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 2677).
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3356*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-1975),
two dollars star replacement note, 9Y0 526857* (P.164b).
Nearly uncirculated.
$300

3359*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), ten
dollars star replacement note, 99A 336069* (P.166b).
Uncirculated.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 45 (lot 5134).

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3360*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-1975),
ten dollars star replacement note, 99A 490141* (P.166b).
Flattened nearly extremely fine.
$150

3357*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-1975), five
dollars star replacement note, 990 080091* (P.165b). Folds
and creases, very fine.
$250

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3361*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-1975),
twenty dollars star replacement note, YJ 027413* (P.167b).
Flattened nearly very fine.
$150

3358*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), ten
dollars star replacement note, A0 009334* (P.166b). Very
fine and rare.
$500

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3362
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), star
replacement notes, one dollar Y91 377833*, two dollars
9Y2 400330*, five dollars 991 459009* and ten dollars,
99B 282243* (P.163cr - 166cr). The first three uncirculated,
the last nearly extremely fine. (4)
$120

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 3463).
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3363*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
ten dollars star replacement note, 99B 863161* (P.166c).
Virtually uncirculated.
$250

3367*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
twenty dollars star replacement note, YJ 126507* (P.167c).
Flattened, very fine and rare.
$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 44 (lot 2959, part).

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

3364
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), ten
dollars star replacement note, 99B 996343* (P.166cr) and
D.T.Brash (1990), type II, 150th Anniversary Issue, BBB
009935 (P.176). Nearly uncirculated; uncirculated in folder
of issue. (2)
$200

3368*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), one
hundred dollars, G 442163 (P.168b). Uncirculated.
$700
3369
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1971-81), type
1, star replacement notes, one dollars, Y91* (6, consecutive
trio and three singles), Y92* (10, two runs of five consecutive)
(P.163d). Uncirculated. (16)
$150

3365*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
ten dollars star replacement note, 99C 025162* (P.166c).
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$750

3370
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81) type
I, one - twenty dollars, S23, 3H1, 155, 32C, KE (P.163d
- 167d) (5); (1981-85) type II, star replacement notes, one twenty dollars, AA*, EA*, JA*, NA*, TA* (P.169ar - 173ar).
Uncirculated. (10)
$250

Consecutive note to the next lot.

3371
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, twenty dollars, star replacement notes YJ 749898*/9*
(P.167d) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$200
3372
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie type I (1977-81),
twenty dollars, star replacement notes, YJ 501174*/8*, a run
of five consecutive (P.167d). Uncirculated. (5)
$300

3366*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
ten dollars star replacement note, 99C 025163* (P.166c).
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$750
Consecutive tote to the previous lot.
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3376*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1989-92), type
II, fifty dollars, XBR 353570/1, consecutive pair (P.174a).
Minor tone spotting on the first, uncirculated and scarce.
(2)
$250

3373*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, ten dollars star replacement notes, NA 000016*/17*,
consecutive pair (P.172b). Uncirculated and a very low
numbered pair of star notes. (2)
$500

3377
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-93), set of
ZZ replacement notes, five doallrs, ZZ 009696; ten dollars,
ZZ 039902, twenty dollars, ZZ 087350; fifty dollars, ZZ
032405 and one hundred dollars, ZZ 009057 (P.177ar181ar); (1993-99), five dollars, ZZ 044878; ten dollars,
ZZ 131221 and twenty dollars, ZZ 162965 (P.177cr, 182r,
183r). Uncirculated, some rare. (8)
$700

3378
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1993-1998),
type III, ten dollars, uncut block of four, AA prefix (P.178c)
(4); type IV, ten dollars, ZZ 103452/453 consecutive pair,
replacement notes (P.182r) (2); type V, ten dollars, ZZ
243402/403 consecutive pair, replacement notes (P.182r)
(2). Uncirculated. (8)
$200

3374*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1983-85), type
II, fifty dollars, XBB 951613/4, consecutive pair (P.174a).
Uncirculated and scarce. (2)
$400

3379
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (2000) type VII,
ten dollars, Millennium issue, black serials, AE 00 037097/8
consecutive pair (P.190a); red serials, in folders of issue (2),
discordant serial numbers NZ 00 731355/731195 and NZ
00 731335/731175 (P.CS190a); also, Australia, five dollars,
Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 85 934046 (R.214). Uncirculated.
(5)
$50

3375
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, S.T.Russell (1985-89), one
- twenty dollars, AGW, ELB, JFD, NWE, TEX (P.169b 173b), also star replacement notes, five dollars, JA 936486*
(P.171br) and ten dollars NB 826068*/9*, consecutive pair
(P.172br) (2). Uncirculated. (8)
$250
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